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Since OpenAI released ChatGPT in the fall of 2022, debates over regulat-

ing artificial intelligence (AI) among policymakers, technologists, and 

scholars have intensified. But for all the interest in regulating AI, there 

has been little discussion of AI’s industrial organization and market struc-

ture. This is surprising because parts of the AI supply chain (i.e., the “lay-

ers” in the “AI technology stack”) are already monopolistic or oligopo-

listic.  

 

In this Article, we make the case for an antimonopoly approach to govern-

ing artificial intelligence. We show that AI’s industrial organization, 

which is rooted in AI’s technological structure, suffers from market con-

centration at and across a number of layers. And we argue that an AI oli-

gopoly has undesirable economic, national security, social, and political 

consequences.  

 

Our analysis of AI’s industrial organization leads to some important con-

clusions: that important elements of AI are stable enough to invite regula-

tion, notwithstanding ongoing technical development; that ex ante tools of 

competition regulation are likely to prove more effective than modes of ex 

post enforcement, as under antitrust law; that regulation can help facili-

tate more downstream innovation and that the current market structure 

may in fact inhibit innovation; and that some of the most prominent wor-

ries about AI—such as bias and privacy—might themselves be partly the 

result of market structure concerns.   

 

In light of these conclusions, we show how antimonopoly market shaping 

tools—the law of networks, platforms, and utilities; industrial policy; pub-

lic options; and cooperative governance—can all help facilitate competi-

tion and combat inequality. As policymakers debate governing AI early in 

its technological lifecycle, antimonopoly tools must be part of the conver-

sation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since OpenAI released ChatGPT in the fall of 2022, debates over regulat-

ing artificial intelligence (AI) among policymakers, technologists, and scholars 

have intensified. The Biden White House issued a “Blueprint for an AI Bill of 

Rights,”1 and the European Parliament passed the A.I. Act to regulate risky uses 

of AI technology.2 Sam Altman—OpenAI’s Chief Executive—has endorsed 

greater regulation of AI systems, 3 while notable industry figures including Elon 

Musk, Steve Wozniak, and Gary Marcus, have gone so far as to call for a “pause” 

on AI development.4 Scholars and commentators have discussed a wide range of 

problems with AI and proposed regulatory strategies to address those problems.5 

Notable books and articles cover algorithmic bias,6 misinformation and disinfor-

mation,7 algorithmic collusion,8 labor displacement,9 legal personhood for AI,10 

liability rules,11 common law regulation,12 explainability and transparency,13 the 

 

 
1 THE WHITE HOUSE, BLUEPRINT FOR AN AI BILL OF RIGHTS (Oct. 2022), 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/ostp/ai-bill-of-rights/ 

2 Adam Satariano, Europeans Take a Major Step Toward Regulating A.I., N.Y. TIMES (June 14, 

2023), https://www.nytimes.com/2023/06/14/technology/europe-ai-regulation.html 

3 Cecilia Kang, OpenAI’s Sam Altman Urges A.I. Regulation in Senate Hearing (May 16, 

2023), https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/16/technology/openai-altman-artificial-intelligence-regu-

lation.html 

4 James Vincent, Elon Musk and Top AI Researchers Call for Pause on ‘Giant AI Experi-

ments’, THE VERGE (Mar. 29, 2023, 4:08AM CDT), https://www.thev-

erge.com/2023/3/29/23661374/elon-musk-ai-researchers-pause-research-open-letter 

5 For an overview applying a range of existing legal principles to AI, see JACOB TURNER, RO-

BOT RULES: REGULATING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (2018). 

6 SARA WACHTER-BOETTCHER, TECHNICALLY WRONG: SEXIST APPS, BIASED ALGORITHMS, AND 

OTHER THREATS OF TOXIC TECH (2017); VIRGINIA EUBANKS, AUTOMATING INEQUALITY (2018), SA-

FIYA UMOJA NOBLE, ALGORITHMS OF OPPRESSION (2018); Joy Buolamwini & Timnit Gebru, Gender 

Shades: Intersectional Accuracy Disparities in Commercial Gender Classification, 81 PROC. 

MACH. LEARNING RSCH. 1, 6–11 (2018); Solon Barocas & Andrew Selbst, Big Data’s Disparate 

Impact, 104 CALIF. L. REV. 671 (2016). 

7 CATHY O’NEIL, WEAPONS OF MATH DESTRUCTION: HOW BIG DATA INCREASES INEQUALITY 

AND THREATENS DEMOCRACY (2016). 

8 Ariel Ezrachi & Maurice E. Stucke, Artificial Intelligence & Collusion: When Computers In-

hibit Competition, 2017 U. ILL. L. REV. 1775. 

9 Daron Acemoglu & Pascual Restrepo, Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and Work, in THE 

ECONOMICS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (Ajay Agarwal, Joshua Gans & Avi Goldfarb, eds) 

(2019). 

10 Lawrence Solum, Legal Personhood for Artificial Intelligence (1992) 

11 David C. Vladeck, Machines without Principals: Liability Rules and Artificial Intelligence, 

89 WASH. L. REV. 117 (2014) 

12 Mariano-Florentino Cuellar, A Common Law for the Age of Artificial Intelligence: Incremen-

tal Adjudication, Institutions, and Relational Non-Arbitrariness, 119 COLUM. L. REV. 1773 (2019) 

13 Solon Barocas & Andrew Selbst, The Intuitive Appeal of Explainable Algorithms, 87 FORDHAM 

L. REV. 1085 (2018); Joshua A. Kroll, Joanna Huey, Solon Barocas, Edward W. Felten, Joel R. 

Reidenberg, David G. Robinson, & Harlan Yu, Accountable Algorithms, 165 U. PA. L. REV. 633 

(2017). For how algorithms intersect with governmental transparency, see Cary Coglianese & David 

Lehr, Transparency and Algorithmic Governance, 71 ADMIN. L. REV. 1 (2019).  
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FTC’s regulatory powers over AI systems,14 the right to contest AI determina-

tions,15 AI and the administrative state,16 AI and constitutional rights,17 and AI’s 

role in the use of international force,18 among other concerns.19 

 For all the interest in regulating AI, there has been little discussion of AI’s 

industrial organization and market structure.20 This is surprising because parts of 

the AI supply chain (i.e., the “layers” in the “AI technology stack,” to use the par-

lance of the sector) are monopolistic or oligopolistic.21 Indeed, one scholar has 

described how machine learning—the algorithmic foundation for AI applica-

tions—has natural monopoly characteristics, even under narrow economistic defi-

nitions.22 As in other areas, monopoly and oligopoly in AI can not only distort 

markets, chill investment, and hamper innovation, but also facilitate downstream 

harms to users and help accumulate private power in relatively few hands.23  

In this Article, we make the case for an antimonopoly approach to govern-

ing artificial intelligence. We show that AI’s industrial organization, which is 

rooted in AI’s technological structure, suffers from market concentration at and 

 

 
14 Michael Spiro, The FTC and AI Governance: A Regulatory Proposal, 10 SEATTLE J. TECH., 

ENVTL. & INNOVATION L. 26 (2020) 

15 Margot E. Kaminski & Jennifer M. Urban, The Right to Contest AI, 121 COLUM. L. REV. 

1957 (2021) 

16 David Freeman Engstrom & Daniel E. Ho, Algorithmic Accountability in the Administrative 

State, 37 YALE J. ON REG. 800 (2020); Ryan Calo & Danielle Keats Citron, The Automated Admin-

istrative State: A Crisis of Legitimacy, 70 EMORY L.J. 797 (2021) 

17 Aziz Z. Huq, Constitutional Rights in the Machine-Learning State, 105 CORNELL L. REV. 

1875 (2020) 

18 Ashley Deeks, Noam Lubell & Daragh Murray, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, 

and the Use of Force by States, 10 J. NAT’L SEC. L. & POL’Y 1 (2019) 

19 See, e.g., Ryan Calo, Artificial Intelligence Policy: A Primer and a Roadmap, 51 U.C. DAVIS 

L. REV. 399 (2017); Matthew U. Scherer, Regulating Artificial Intelligence Systems: Risks, Chal-

lenges, Competencies, and Strategies, 29 HARV. J. L. & TECH. 353 (2016) 

20 To the extent there has been, it has largely focused on semiconductor manufacturing, and to a 

lesser extent, cloud infrastructure provision. But even then, these concerns have not generally been 

considered in the context of AI specifically. Among the rare works to examine competition aspects 

of AI are C. Scott Hemphill, Disruptive Incumbents: Platform Competition in an Age of Machine 

Learning, 119 COLUM. L. REV. 1973, 1975–81 (2019); Amba Kak & Sarah Myers West, AI Now 

2023 Landscape: Confronting Tech Power, AI NOW INSTITUTE (April 11, 2023), https://ainowinsti-

tute.org/2023-landscape; Staff in the Bureau of Competition & Office of Technology, Generative 

AI Raises Competition Concerns, FED. TRADE COMM’N (June 29, 2023), https://www.ftc.gov/pol-

icy/advocacy-research/tech-at-ftc/2023/06/generative-ai-raises-competition-concerns. One notable 

work on the AI supply chain is Jennifer Cobbe, Michael Veale & Jatinder Singh, Understanding 

Accountability in Algorithmic Supply Chains, FAccT’23: Proc. 2023 ACM Conf. on Fairness, Ac-

countability, and Transparency, June 2023, https://doi.org/10.1145/3593013.3594073. 

21 We recognize that the firms in the AI supply chain are in different sectors. Semiconductor 

firms, for example, need not produce their chips for AI. But AI depends on the inputs we describe, 

and as we show, many of these layers are vertically integrated, meaning that AI-based applications 

are dependent on the market structure and organization of these layers. See infra Part I, for further 

discussion.  

22 Tejas N. Narechania, Machine Learning as a Natural Monopoly, 107 IOWA L. REV. 1543 

(2022). 

23 For a discussion of these problems in the e-commerce context, see Lina M. Khan, Amazon’s 

Antitrust Paradox, 126 YALE L.J. 564 (2017).  

https://ainowinstitute.org/2023-landscape
https://ainowinstitute.org/2023-landscape
https://www.ftc.gov/policy/advocacy-research/tech-at-ftc/2023/06/generative-ai-raises-competition-concerns
https://www.ftc.gov/policy/advocacy-research/tech-at-ftc/2023/06/generative-ai-raises-competition-concerns
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across a number of layers. And we argue that an AI oligopoly has undesirable eco-

nomic, national security, social, and political consequences. Our analysis of AI’s 

industrial organization leads to some important conclusions: that important ele-

ments of the AI sector are stable enough to invite regulation, notwithstanding on-

going technical development; that ex ante tools of competition regulation are likely 

to prove more effective than modes of ex post enforcement, as under antitrust law; 

that regulation can help facilitate more downstream innovation and that the current 

market structure may in fact inhibit innovation; and that some of the most promi-

nent worries about AI—such as bias and privacy—might themselves be partly the 

result of market structure concerns.  In light of these conclusions, we show how 

antimonopoly market shaping tools—networks, platforms, and utilities (NPU) law, 

industrial policy, public options, and cooperative governance—can apply to as-

pects of the AI sector.  

The starting point for our analysis is a detailed understanding of the AI 

technology stack, which, so far as we are aware, legal scholars have not outlined 

in detail. Drawing, in Part I, on accounts from industry investors and analysts, we 

describe AI’s technology stack in four basic layers: microprocessing hardware, 

cloud computing, algorithmic models, and applications.  

The hardware layer includes the production of microchips and proces-

sors—the horsepower behind AI’s computations. This layer is extremely concen-

trated, with a few firms dominating important aspects of production. The cloud 

computing layer consists of the computational infrastructure—the computers, 

servers, and network connectivity—that is required to host the data, models, and 

applications that comprise AI’s algorithmic outputs. This layer, too, is highly con-

centrated, with three firms (Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Plat-

form, and Microsoft Azure) dominating the marketplace.  

The model layer is more complicated than the first two, as it includes three 

sublayers (and even more within those): data, models, and model access. One pri-

mary input for an AI model is data, and so the model’s layer’s first sublayer is data. 

Here, companies collect and clean data and store it in so-called “data lakes” (rela-

tively unstructured data sources) or “data warehouses” (featuring relatively more 

structure). Foundation models (which are distinct from all models in general) com-

prise the second sublayer.24 Models are what many think of as “AI.” These models 

are the output of an algorithmic approach to analyzing and “learning”25 from the 

inputs that begin in the data sublayer. This “training”26 process is expensive, and 

so models can be intensely costly to develop. Lastly, the third sublayer consists of 

modes of accessing these models—model hubs and APIs (short for “application 

programing interfaces”). While model hubs and APIs both offer access to a foun-

dation model, they operate quite differently from each other. Model hubs are 

 

 
24 Rishi Bomnasani et al., On the Opportunities and Risks of Foundation Models, Center for 

Research on Foundation Models, Stanford Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence 

(HAI), at https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.07258 (manuscript) 

25 Narechania, supra note xx, at 1550 n.25, 1551 n.35 (2022) (on the use of terms such as 

“training” “learning” and “understanding” in the context of machine learning and artificial intelli-

gence). 

26 Id. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.07258
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platforms that host foundation models (among other resources, such as data). De-

velopers can often download a foundation model, with all its statistical detail (e.g., 

parameters, weights) from a model hub and use it—or create a locally modified 

version of that foundation model—to create an application. With APIs, however, 

applications developers are able to programmatically communicate with models 

that may not otherwise be available for public use. That is, the only way to access 

a proprietary foundation model is through its API. Firms in the model layer operate 

in three primary ways: some firms are fully integrated, having their own proprie-

tary data, models, and APIs, which are used to develop proprietary applications; 

some firms compile data into models and make those models available via model 

hubs or APIs, thereby creating room for downstream application development; and 

some firms are more disaggregated, offering, for example, discrete data services 

or serving only as a model hub.  

Finally, we conclude Part I with a discussion of the application layer. Ap-

plications are the part of the sector that consumers interact with most directly: 

When we ask ChatGPT to tell us a joke about AI,27 we use an application 

(ChatGPT). The application draws on all prior layers in the stack: it interacts with 

a model (GPT4); that model is stored in a cloud computing platform (Microsoft’s 

Azure); and that platform requires microprocessing hardware (designed by Nvidia 

and fabricated by TSMC). 

 With this deeper and clearer understanding of the AI technology stack, we 

turn in Part II to the economic, national security, social, and political problems that 

currently exist or seem likely to emerge from the concentrated market structure 

within and across layers in the AI technology stack. We focus first on the tradi-

tional subjects of competition law and policy—extractive prices, quality of service 

concerns, self-preferencing and other forms of discrimination, and harms to down-

stream innovation, among other concerns.28 Concentration at critical points in the 

AI technology stack also raises important national security and resilience concerns. 

If elements of production are limited to a single company or location, their failure 

could have significant ramifications for critical infrastructure—and for the econ-

omy more broadly.29 Concentration in the AI technology sector is likely, moreover, 

to exacerbate concerns about economic inequality across society. Concentration 

can not only lead to a small number of firms with outsized economic power, it can 

also concentrate wealth in a small number of individuals—executives and share-

holders.30 Finally, the market structure at and across layers in the AI technology 

stack is concerning for the future of democracy. Concentration in AI may give a 

relatively small number of companies an outsized influence over the information 

ecosystem, complementing the outsized political influence they gain from their 

growing wealth and power.31  

 Our analysis of the AI technology stack and the downsides of an AI oli-

gopoly yield four important conclusions, particularly in view of some of the 

 

 
27 One of us tried it. The joke was not funny. 

28 See infra Part II.A. 

29 See infra Part II.B. 

30 See infra Part II.C. 

31 See infra Part II.D. 
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prevailing tropes regarding regulating artificial intelligence. First, some commen-

tators have worried that AI is moving too quickly for regulation.32 We disagree.  

Even as technologists make rapid advances in AI technology, and as AI applica-

tions spread quickly across the economy, our analysis shows that the fundamentals 

of the technology and the basic industrial organization of the supply chain seem 

relatively stable. Many harms are thus already identifiable and are independent of 

improvements in the quality of AI applications, processing power, or other product 

developments. Moreover, as we note, a wait-and-see approach may make no-reg-

ulation, or weak regulation, a more likely scenario as it provides time for AI com-

panies to entrench their power in the economy and politics.  

Second, and relatedly, even as many of the harms we describe (though not 

all) are the traditional subjects of antitrust law, antitrust enforcement is unlikely to 

be sufficient.33 As we show, the AI tech stack is already severely concentrated at 

many layers. Because antitrust enforcement operates ex post and on a case-by-case 

basis, it could take years for cases to make it through the courts to address anti-

competitive behaviors—and then, only in a one-off fashion. In the courts, many of 

the most relevant antitrust doctrines have been narrowed over the last forty years, 

rendering underenforcement more likely in a sector that seems structurally inclined 

towards consolidation and concentration. Such underenforcement presents the risk 

that anticompetitive behaviors will persist and that market power, distributional, 

security, and democratic concerns will become more acute. It is therefore essential, 

we argue, to draw on antimonopoly tools that operate ex ante—including industrial 

policy, the tools of networks, platforms, and utilities (NPU) law, public options, 

cooperative governance. These market shaping tools can help to prevent and avoid 

harms by shaping market structure and firm operations in advance. 

Third, our analysis of the industrial organization of the AI sector shows, 

perhaps counterintuitively, that the current non-regulatory path is likely to hamper 

innovation—and that antimonopoly governance rules could encourage innova-

tion.34 This is contrary to the popular cliché that regulation hinders innovation. 

Vertical integration across the AI tech stack is likely to restrict the number of pro-

viders of services at downstream layers in the stack, reducing innovation and 

choice. Many antimonopoly tools, however, can create a level playing field for 

downstream businesses that rely on some foundational service. Hence, these tools 

have the effect of expanding commerce and innovation by reducing bottlenecks 

and concomitant anticompetitive conduct. 

Finally, we suggest that governing market structure is critical to address-

ing many common concerns about the conduct of AI applications, including algo-

rithmic bias as well as false or misleading AI determinations. This is for two rea-

sons. First, many of these harms may themselves be derivative of market structure 

and market power: Market concentration and vertical integration can lead to fewer 

downstream applications. Greater competition, by contrast, may give rise to an AI 

 

 
32 See Part III.A. For one example, Amy Gibbons, AI is Moving Too Fast to Regulate, Security 

Minister Warns, THE TELEGRAPH, June 9, 2023, 9:11pm, https://www.tele-

graph.co.uk/news/2023/06/09/security-minister-artificial-intelligence-regulation/.   

33 See Part III.B. 

34 See Part III.C. 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2023/06/09/security-minister-artificial-intelligence-regulation/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2023/06/09/security-minister-artificial-intelligence-regulation/
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marketplace that includes, for example, less-biased or more privacy-protecting 

technologies—applications that may be more likely to win consumer approval. 

Second, a clear understanding of the sector’s industrial organization helps clarify 

who to regulate and how to regulate them. Consider, for example, harms stemming 

from algorithmic bias: Even as policymakers have focused attention on biased ap-

plications, regulations might be better targeted at companies lower in the stack—

in, say, the model layer—to address concerns about bias. This is so even if those 

companies only offer services in those lower layers, and do not develop AI appli-

cations at all. Clarity about industrial organization can therefore bring a great deal 

of specificity to the question of how to regulate AI.  

In Part IV, we turn to more specific solutions. We outline how antimonop-

oly and competition tools—industrial policy, networks, platforms, and utilities 

(NPU) law, public options, and cooperative governance—can apply to the AI sec-

tor. In the hardware layer, for example, policymakers have already adopted indus-

trial policies35 to address scarcity and supply chain fragility in the production of 

semiconductors. We agree with this approach, particularly insofar as it is aimed at 

concerns about resilience and national security. But we also caution that industrial 

policy can and should be attentive to industrial organization, either by enhancing 

competition where feasible, or else by addressing the power of dominant firms. 

Second, the law of networks, platforms, and utilities (NPU law), has long governed 

sectors with tendencies toward monopoly and oligopoly. We show how various 

tools for regulating networks, platforms, and utilities (or NPUs)—structural sepa-

ration requirements; nondiscrimination rules and open access requirements; in-

teroperability mandates, as well as service and rate regulations—could be applied 

to the various layers in AI’s technology stack. Third, we argue that public options36 

may be helpful complements at a number of places in the AI technology stack. 

Public provision of certain resources would increase competition, set an effective 

price floor, and ensure an open access baseline, all while providing a utility-like 

resource that can foster downstream innovation. Fourth, we discuss cooperative 

governance as one way to manage AI-related businesses. Cooperatives are firms 

in which users are owners. Historically, they have operated both as an antimonop-

oly tool and as a way to more equitably distribute the wealth of productive enter-

prises. So far as we are aware, our account is the first to consider the application 

of many of these tools to AI.37 

 

 
35 For purposes of this Article, we take a narrow definition of industrial policy, meaning invest-

ments to spur domestic industrial production in a particular sector. For discussions that make the 

case for a broader definition of the term, see Todd Tucker, Industrial Policy and Planning: What It 

Is and How to Do It Better, ROOSEVELT INSTITUTE (July 30, 2019); Ganesh Sitaraman, Industrial 

Revolutionaries, AM. PROSPECT (Sept. 10, 2020). 

36 GANESH SITARAMAN & ANNE ALSTOTT, THE PUBLIC OPTION (2019). 

37 So far as we are aware, there has not been any sustained work applying public utilities tools 

to AI specifically. There has been discussion of concentration in the cloud layer, but not framed 

around AI. See House Digital Markets report. A few commentators have suggested a public option 

for AI, but in popular writings and without much analysis. See Ben Gansky, Michael Martin & 

Ganesh Sitaraman, Artificial Intelligence is Too Important to Leave to Google and Facebook 

Alone, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 10, 2019; Bruce Schneier & Nathan E. Sanders, Build AI by the People, 

for the People, FOREIGN POL’Y (June 12, 2023, 10:34 AM), 
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In arguing for an antimonopoly approach to governing AI, we make four con-

tributions. First and most directly, we show that serious market power and compe-

tition problems already exist—and are likely to persist—in the AI technology 

stack, and we describe how policymakers can address them. These concerns have 

received comparatively little attention in the scholarly and policy debates over reg-

ulating AI. Second, we make the case that antitrust enforcement is likely to be 

insufficient for governing AI’s market structure problems and advocate for a re-

newed focus on affirmative forms of regulation and governance. Third, for those 

who are primarily interested in the uses of AI, rather than its market structure, our 

account of the industrial organization of the AI sector offers a helpful framework 

for policy development. Identifying the specific layers and sublayers of the AI 

stack should inform the design of regulations that seek to address the uses and 

abuses of AI. Finally, and more broadly, our work contributes to the recent revival 

of NPU law,38 and indirectly to the law and political economy (LPE) movement.39 

NPU law has, until recently, lain fallow, with its legal tools largely disappearing 

from policy debates.40 We show here how its tools can be extremely useful in gov-

erning the emergence of a frontier technology. In doing so, we also align with the 

LPE movement’s broader attention to political economy, rather than a more limited 

focus on economic efficiency, and we show that concentration in the AI sector has 

implications for national security and resilience, distribution, and for democracy. 

Public policy must contend with questions beyond economic analysis, including 

the vast power and distributional concerns that might emerge from control of this 

technology.41 

A few clarifications are also in order. First and foremost, we do not aim to 

address every potential problem with AI42 or to provide a comprehensive approach 

to AI governance. Our focus here is on market concentration and its harms Second, 

while we show how antimonopoly tools can operate at different layers in the AI 

stack, we do not address the best way to adopt these tools. Some NPU tools could 

likely be applied via the common law,43 or through notice and comment 

 

 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2023/06/12/ai-regulation-technology-us-china-eu-governance/. There is 

far more on antitrust enforcement, but again, this is usually framed around technology platforms 

generally, rather than AI specifically.  

38 MORGAN RICKS, GANESH SITARAMAN, SHELLEY WELTON & LEV MENAND, NETWORKS, PLAT-

FORMS, AND UTILITIES: LAW AND POLICY (2022). For an application of this body to tech platforms, 

see K. Sabeel Rahman, The New Utilities: Private Power, Social Infrastructure, and the Revival of 

the Public Utility Concept, 39 CARDOZO L. REV. 1621 (2018). 

39 Jedediah Britton-Purdy et al., Building a Law and Political Economy Framework, 129 YALE 

L.J. 1784 (2020) 

40 For an account of the abandonment of NPU tools across sectors, see Joseph D. Kearney & 

Thomas W. Merrill, The Great Transformation of Regulated Industries Law, 98 COLUM. L. REV. 

1323 (1998). 

41 See DARON ACEMOGLU & SIMON JOHNSON, POWER AND PROGRESS (2023). 

42 For a helpful overview of many of the downstream, application-based problems, see Laura 

Weidinger et al., Taxonomy of Risks Posed by Language Models, FAccT ’22: Proceedings of the 

2022 ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency (June 2022), 

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3531146.3533088. 

43 Ganesh Sitaraman & Morgan Ricks, Tech Platforms and the Common Law of Carriers, 

DUKE L.J. (forthcoming 2024). 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2023/06/12/ai-regulation-technology-us-china-eu-governance/
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3531146.3533088
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rulemaking under current law.44 Competition laws are already on the books and 

industrial policy efforts are currently underway. And any of these tools could be 

adopted (or adapted) by statute. Whatever the pathway for implementation, our 

ultimate hope is that this Article helps build the case for a different vision of a 

world with artificial intelligence, one in which the public has more control over 

and say in the future of this critical technology.  

I. UNDERSTANDING THE AI TECHNOLOGY STACK 

Policymaking requires understanding the technologies and industries at is-

sue. For all the discussions of regulating AI, in this Part, we offer what we believe 

is the first account in the legal literature of AI’s technology stack—the industrial 

and technological organization of AI.45 AI’s technology stack consists of four ma-

jor layers, with some containing nested sublayers. The first layer consists of hard-

ware—predominantly microchips that provide processing power. The second layer 

is cloud computing, which includes infrastructural capacity (e.g., data storage, pro-

cessing capacity, and network connectivity), alongside related services. Three sub-

layers comprise the third layer: data; models trained on that data; and modes of 

accessing those models (and their underlying data), predominantly through hubs 

or application programming interfaces (APIs). The final layer consists of applica-

tions—the layer through which most consumers interact with AI.  

At each layer, we provide an overview of the layer, its components and 

uses, and its market structure. This forms the foundation for identifying where pol-

icy problems are likely to emerge—and how to address them.46  

 

 
44 See Spiro, supra note xx. 

45 Some scholars have described parts of this stack. See David Lehr & Paul Ohm, Playing with 

the Data: What Legal Scholars Should Learn about Machine Learning, 51 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 653 

(2017). But we believe that our account is the first comprehensive assessment of the market struc-

ture of the entire stack, from microprocessing hardware to applications.   

46 Our account of these layers aligns with a number of accounts from technology industry ana-

lysts. See, e.g., Matt Bornstein, Guido Appenzeller & Martin Casado, Who Owns the Generative AI 

Platform?, ANDREESENHOROWITZ (Jan. 19, 2023), https://a16z.com/2023/01/19/who-owns-the-gen-

erative-ai-platform/; Brad Smith, Governing AI: A Blueprint for Our Future, TOOLS AND WEAPONS 

WITH BRAD SMITH (May 30, 2023), https://tools-and-weapons-with-brad-smith.simplecast.com/epi-

sodes/governing-ai-a-blueprint-for-our-future/transcript; Sayash Kapur & Arvind Narayanan, Three 

Ideas for Regulating Generative AI, AI SNAKE OIL, June 21, 2023, https://aisnakeoil.sub-

stack.com/p/three-ideas-for-regulating-generative; Matt McIlwain, Game On in the Generative AI 

Stack, MADRONA, Mar. 20, 2023, https://www.madrona.com/game-on-in-the-generative-ai-stack/; 

Deedy, @debarghya_das, TWITTER, Mar. 16, 2023, 8:45pm, https://twitter.com/debarghya_das/sta-

tus/1636544140069711872. See also Assaf Araki, Demystifying the AI Infrastructure Stack, INTEL 

CAPITAL, April 2, 2020, https://www.intelcapital.com/demystifying-the-ai-infrastructure-stack/;  
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Source: Andreessen-Horowitz47 

A. Hardware 

The technological foundation of AI is computer hardware—specifically, 

computer microprocessing units (or, colloquially, chips) that try to “pack [in] the 

maximum number of transistors” to quickly make the enormous number of calcu-

lations required by AI.48 Chips come in three basic varieties. The primary of these 

are GPUs (graphical processing units), which  were originally designed for pro-

cessing images—a task that benefits from parallel (rather than sequential) 

 

 
47 Matt Bornstein, Guido Appenzeller & Martin Casado, Who Owns the Generative AI Plat-

form?, ANDREESENHOROWITZ (Jan. 19, 2023), https://a16z.com/2023/01/19/who-owns-the-genera-

tive-ai-platform/ 

48 Saif M. Khan & Alexander Mann, AI Chips: What They Are and Why They Matter, CENTER 

FOR SECURITY AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGY 3 (April 2020) 
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computation.49 But because that is true for more than just image processing—in-

cluding for AI—GPUs are now general purpose chips, and have become dominant 

for training AI models.50 The other two main types of microchips are field-pro-

grammable gate arrays (FPGAs), and application-specific integrated circuits 

(ASICs). ASICs are notable because they are, as their name suggests, application 

specific: The chips are optimized to run specific tasks, which could be helpful for 

deploying certain AI applications at scale.51 

The amount of processing power—and therefore the number of microproces-

sors—needed for AI is extraordinary. As we describe in more detail below, AI 

models first need to be “trained,” meaning that a specific AI algorithm is initially 

developed and refined. Then a trained algorithm works through “prediction” or 

“inference,” in which the algorithm is deployed to engage a real-world scenario in 

light of its training. According to some estimates, “hundreds of GPUs are required 

to train artificial intelligence models,” and eight GPUs might be required to re-

spond to a single query on Bing’s search using ChatGPT.52 Companies that seek 

to deploy AI at scale thus need a significant amount of computing power. Meta, 

for example, used $25 million worth of Nvidia A100 chips (released in 2020), 

alongside $100,000 in electrical and power consumption costs, to train its LLaMA-

65B model.53 Microsoft might need more than 20,000 GPU servers with 8 chips 

each to operate ChatGPT for all Bing users.54 At a price of $10,000 a chip for the 

Nvidia’s A100, or $200,000 for its 8-chip system, the cost of deploying AI at scale 

is huge. For Google, which answers many more queries per day than Bing, some 

estimate the cost could be $80 billion dollars.55  

Each new generation of GPU accelerates AI development, because micro-

chips of prior generations seem increasingly “larger, slower, and more power hun-

gry” and thus give rise to “huge energy consumption costs” that are “unaffordable” 

for all but some of the largest and most well-capitalized firms.56 Nvidia’s newer 

chip, the H100, was released in 2022 at a cost of $40,000.57 Its performance is 

estimated to be three times better than its previous model.58 Google has already 

 

 
49 Id. at 18. 

50 Id.  

51 Id. at 20-21. 

52 Kif Leswing, Meet the $10,000 Nvidia Chip Powering the Race for A.I., CNBC, Feb. 23, 

2023, https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/23/nvidias-a100-is-the-10000-chip-powering-the-race-for-

ai-.html 

53 Joe Lamming, GPT-4: The Giant AI (LLaMA) is Already Out of the Bag, VERDANTIX, April 

5, 2023, https://www.verdantix.com/insights/blogs/gpt-4-the-giant-ai-llama-is-already-out-of-the-

bag 

54 Leswing, supra note xx. 

55 Id. 

56 Khan & Mann, supra note xx, at 6. 

57 Tim Bradshaw & Richard Waters, How Nvidia Created the Chip Powering the Generative AI 

Boom, FIN. TIMES, May 26, 2023, https://www.ft.com/content/315d804a-6ce1-4fb7-a86a-

1fa222b77266 

58 Id. 

https://www.ft.com/content/315d804a-6ce1-4fb7-a86a-1fa222b77266
https://www.ft.com/content/315d804a-6ce1-4fb7-a86a-1fa222b77266
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built a supercomputer with 26,000 of the new GPUs.59 Given the high energy costs, 

large technology companies often choose to physically locate their data operations 

close to sources of cheap electricity.60 

The structure of the market for microprocessors is highly concentrated. As 

chip technologies have become more and more sophisticated, fewer firms are able 

to supply the needed technologies. While reports differ, Nvidia—which designs 

chips—appears to have captured between 80 and 95 percent market share of the 

GPU chip business used for AI.61  Nvidia’s chips are, in turn, manufactured (or 

“fabricated”) by Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Corporation (TSMC),62 

which is far and away the dominant semiconductor manufacturer.63 Only Samsung 

also fabricates the smallest, highest powered chips.64 To make the smallest chips 

requires photolithography equipment, something only one company in the world, 

the Dutch firm ASML,65 provides—and sells for between $150 and $200 million 

per machine.66  

 

 

 
59 Kyle Wiggers, Meta Bets Big on AI with Custom Chips—and a Supercomputer, 

TECHCRUNCH, May 18, 2023, https://techcrunch.com/2023/05/18/meta-bets-big-on-ai-with-custom-

chips-and-a-supercomputer/ 
60 KATE CRAWFORD, ATLAS OF AI 215–216 (2021). 

61 Leswing, supra note xx (noting that Nvidia has 95% market share for machine learning); Zoe 

Corbyn & Ben Morris, Nvidia: The Chip Maker that Became and AI Superpower, BBC NEWS, May 

30, 2023, https://www.bbc.com/news/business-65675027 (same); Asa Fitch & Jiyoung Sohn, The 

Next Challengers Joining Nvidia in the AI Chip Revolution, WALL ST. J., July 11, 2023 (12:00am 

ET), https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-next-challengers-joining-nvidia-in-the-ai-chip-revolution-

e0055485 (noting that Nvidia has more than 80% of the market); Wallace Witkowski, Nvidia 

‘Should Have At Least 90%’ of AI Chip Market with AMD on its Heels, MARKETWATCH, July 10, 

2023 (12:50pm ET), https://www.marketwatch.com/story/nvidia-should-have-at-least-90-of-ai-

chip-market-with-amd-on-its-heels-13d00bff (projecting Nvidia will have 90% of the chip market). 
62 Arjun Kharpal, Two of the World’s Most Critical Chip Firms Rally After Nvidia’s 26% Share 

Price Surge, CNBC, May 25, 2023 (7:14 AM EDT), https://www.cnbc.com/2023/05/25/tsmc-asml-

two-critical-chip-firms-rally-after-nvidias-earnings.html 
63 TSMC’s market share was estimated at 58.5% in 2022, with runner-up Samsung coming in at 

15.8%. Peter Clarke, TSMC, Globalfoundries Gained as Foundry Market Cooled, EENEWS, March 

13, 2023, https://www.eenewseurope.com/en/tsmc-globalfoundries-gained-as-foundry-market-

cooled/. 

64 Khan & Mann, supra note xx, at 11. 

65 Id. 

66 Kate Tarasov, ASML is the Only Company Making the $200 Million Machines Needed to 

Print Every Advanced Microchip. Here’s an Inside Look, CNBC (Mar. 23, 2022, 1:00pm EDT), 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/23/inside-asml-the-company-advanced-chipmakers-use-for-euv-

lithography.html. 

https://techcrunch.com/2023/05/18/meta-bets-big-on-ai-with-custom-chips-and-a-supercomputer/
https://techcrunch.com/2023/05/18/meta-bets-big-on-ai-with-custom-chips-and-a-supercomputer/
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-65675027
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-next-challengers-joining-nvidia-in-the-ai-chip-revolution-e0055485
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-next-challengers-joining-nvidia-in-the-ai-chip-revolution-e0055485
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/nvidia-should-have-at-least-90-of-ai-chip-market-with-amd-on-its-heels-13d00bff
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/nvidia-should-have-at-least-90-of-ai-chip-market-with-amd-on-its-heels-13d00bff
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/05/25/tsmc-asml-two-critical-chip-firms-rally-after-nvidias-earnings.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/05/25/tsmc-asml-two-critical-chip-firms-rally-after-nvidias-earnings.html
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Source: Khan & Mann, supra note xx, at 12. 

 

In recent years, other companies—large technology platform companies—

have moved towards the chip design business. Meta, for example, has designed a 

chip specific for certain training and inference functions. A Meta executive ex-

plained that “Building our own [hardware] capabilities gives us control at every 

layer of the stack, from datacenter design to training frameworks….This level of 

vertical integration is needed to push the boundaries of AI research at scale.”67 

Google, Amazon, and Microsoft have all likewise developed their own respective 

chips, designed for specific AI-related functions.68 Some of these, like Google’s 

“Tensor Processing Unit,” or TPU are not general purpose GPUs, but ASICs.69 

These chips may be particularly useful for deploying inferential capabilities at 

scale, because they can be designed to make specific tasks especially fast. But such 

specialization also means reduced flexibility to execute other workloads or to 

change as AI applications are updated.70     

B. Cloud Infrastructure 

AI’s capabilities arise out of two massively scaled resources: data and 

computing power. Developers “train” AI models on enormous quantities of data 

until deciding that the model is ready to be deployed. As we have noted, training 

(and, eventually, inference) require significant processing power—sometimes 

called computationally capacity or “compute”—in order to complete the substan-

tial number of calculations needed to develop a model and provide “intelligent” 

responses. To reach the necessary scale of compute, providers have relied on cloud 

infrastructure.  

 

 
67 Kyle Wiggers, Meta Bets Big on AI with Custom Chips—and a Supercomputer, 

TECHCRUNCH, May 18, 2023, https://techcrunch.com/2023/05/18/meta-bets-big-on-ai-with-custom-

chips-and-a-supercomputer/ 

68 Google’s is called the Tensor Processing Unit (TPU). AWS (Amazon) has Tranium and In-

ferencia, and Microsoft is developing Athena, in conjunction with chip company AMD. Id. 

69 Nicole Kobie, Nvidia and the Battle for the Future of AI Chips, WIRED, June 17, 2021 

(10:10AM), https://www.wired.co.uk/article/nvidia-ai-chips 

70 Khan & Mann, supra note xx, at 20-21. 

https://techcrunch.com/2023/05/18/meta-bets-big-on-ai-with-custom-chips-and-a-supercomputer/
https://techcrunch.com/2023/05/18/meta-bets-big-on-ai-with-custom-chips-and-a-supercomputer/
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/nvidia-ai-chips
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In general, cloud computing refers to the “ubiquitous, convenient, on-de-

mand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources.”71 The 

“cloud” is simply hardware that exists somewhere else: It is a set of computers, 

servers, storage, cables, and other hardware that are typically concentrated in gi-

gantic warehouses and to which users connect remotely (e.g., over the internet).  

These hardware resources are used to offer three general categories of ser-

vices: software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure 

as a service (SaaS).72 Software as a service is the most familiar to the average con-

sumer: It is the ability to run an application on one’s own device, even as the ap-

plication works by connecting to the provider’s remote servers or networks.73 

Google Docs is one exemplar. Platform as a service is more relevant to developers: 

It allows a user to connect to the remote infrastructure in order to use providers’ 

“programming languages, libraries, services, and tools.”74 Infrastructure as a ser-

vice provides users with “processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental 

computing resources.”75 While all three categories of cloud computing are relevant 

to AI, we focus here primarily on infrastructure as a service, because both AI mod-

els and applications rely on these infrastructural capabilities. 

Cloud infrastructure features several dynamics that tend toward concentra-

tion and make sustaining competition difficult. First are extremely high capital 

costs. Building data centers, server farms, and the networked systems to connect 

them is expensive. Some have described the cost as “bigger than building a cellular 

network” and as within reach only “for countries and major companies.”76 Second, 

there are significant switching costs to moving from one provider to another. Some 

of these switching costs are inherent to provider variation: Customers might need 

to change aspects of their business, and hire developers who can work across mul-

tiple platforms, or else risk disrupting reliable, continuous, and seamless service to 

their own consumers.77 Some businesses have declared that even a 20 percent price 

discount is insufficient to overcome these concerns.78 Such impediments to switch-

ing are exacerbated by additional costs imposed by cloud computing providers, 

who sometimes charge “egress fees”—akin to termination fees—that charge 

 

 
71 Peter Mell & Timothy Grace, The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing: Recommendations 

of the National Institute of Standards and Technology 6, NAT. INST. STANDARDS & TECH. (2011) 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-145.pdf 
72 Id. at 2-3. 

73 Id. 

74 Id. 

75 Id. at 3. 

76 Investigation of Competition in Digital Markets: H. Comm. On The Judiciary, 117th Con-

gress, 96 (2020) https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CPRT-117HPRT47832/pdf/CPRT-

117HPRT47832.pdf 

77 Id. at 269. 

78 Kamila Benzina, Cloud Infrastructure-As-A-Service as an Essential Facility: Market Struc-

ture, Competition, and the Need for Industry and Regulatory Solutions, 34 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 

119, 133 (2019). 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-145.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CPRT-117HPRT47832/pdf/CPRT-117HPRT47832.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CPRT-117HPRT47832/pdf/CPRT-117HPRT47832.pdf
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customers for taking their data out of one cloud computing system and to another.79 

Third, cloud computing systems are subject to network effects: the more users on 

a single cloud system, the more developers will make applications designed for 

that cloud system—which, in turn, attracts more users.80 This problem is made 

more difficult because developers may build expertise in operating in one cloud 

system, making it more likely a firm will adopt a dominant cloud provider.81  

Given these dynamics, the market structure of cloud computing has con-

solidated among three primary businesses: Amazon Web Services (or AWS), Mi-

crosoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform.82 The specific market shares of the 

firms vary by year and analyst but are remarkably consistent. AWS is far and away 

the dominant provider, with more than 30 percent market share—and approaching 

40 percent in some assessments. Azure comes in second and is near 20 percent, 

and Google and others run further behind.83 Hence, the market for cloud computing 

service is characterized by oligopoly. “With identical services comes commoditi-

zation, and only big vendors that can deliver huge economies of scale with margins 

will survive in this space.”84 As a result, commentators have, as early as 1961, 

analogized cloud computing to other basic utilities.85 

 

 

 
79 On egress fees, see Investigation into Digital Markets, supra note xx, at 269. For a discussion 

of the high costs of compute power, see Guido Appenzeller, Matt Bornstein & Martin Casado, Nav-

igating the High Cost of AI Compute, ANDREESENHOROWITZ, April 27, 2023, 

https://a16z.com/2023/04/27/navigating-the-high-cost-of-ai-compute/. 

80 Id. at 97 

81 Id. at 269. 

82  Investigation into Digital Markets, supra note xx, at 92. 

83 See, e.g., Gartner Says Worldwide IaaS Public Cloud Services Market Grew 41.4% in 2021, 

GARTNER, https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-06-02-gartner-says-world-

wide-iaas-public-cloud-services-market-grew-41-percent-in-2021 (June 2, 2022); STATISTA, United 

States Cloud Infrastructure Services Vendor Market Share Q1 2021 (Dec. 6, 2022). 

84 McKendrick, supra note xx. 

85 John McCarthy, speaking at the MIT Centennial (1961), in SIMSON L. GARFINKEL, ARCHI-

TECTS OF THE INFORMATION SOCIETY, THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF THE LABORATORY FOR COMPUTER SCI-

ENCE at 1, § 1 (1999) ("[C]omputation may someday be organized as a public utility, just as the tel-

ephone system is a public utility. We can envisage computer service companies whose subscribers 

are connected to them .... Each subscriber needs to pay only for the capacity that he actually 

uses. . . .”); Bob O’Donnell, Cloud Computing As A Utility Is Going Mainstream, VOX (Aug. 17, 

2016) https://www.vox.com/2016/8/17/12519046/cloud-computing-as-utility-private-public-data-

center; Rod Paddock, The Cloud Networking Effect, CODE MAGAZINE (Dec. 16, 2021) 

https://www.codemag.com/article/1301011/The-Cloud-Networking-Effect (“You wouldn’t set up 

your own gas fired power plant to supply power to your home. So why would you bother setting up 

your own server infrastructure?”). 

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-06-02-gartner-says-worldwide-iaas-public-cloud-services-market-grew-41-percent-in-2021
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-06-02-gartner-says-worldwide-iaas-public-cloud-services-market-grew-41-percent-in-2021
https://www.vox.com/2016/8/17/12519046/cloud-computing-as-utility-private-public-data-center
https://www.vox.com/2016/8/17/12519046/cloud-computing-as-utility-private-public-data-center
https://www.codemag.com/article/1301011/The-Cloud-Networking-Effect
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Source: Bessemer Venture Partners86 

 

C. The Model Layer 

Once providers secure access to hardware and other infrastructural re-

quirements—processing power, storage, bandwidth, and computational capacity—

they can turn, finally, to developing the “intelligence” in artificial intelligence. 

Such intelligence rests upon a statistical model for completing whatever tasks will 

eventually be assigned to that AI application.  

Consider, for example, applications of large language models, which are 

used today to generate novel text. Large language models, such as ChatGPT, begin 

with extremely large corpuses of text. GPT-3, for example, is based on 300 billion 

“tokens” of text,87 sampled from nearly 500 billion of such tokens extracted from 

a range of sources, including over a decade of internet text, fifteen years of Reddit 

posts, two online repositories of books, and English-language Wikipedia.88 GPT-

4 depends on even more training data, though OpenAI has been less forthcoming 

about the sources and quantities of training data it depends upon, except to say that 

this newest iteration expands upon the resources used to develop GPT-3.89  

 

 
86 BESSEMER VENTURE PARTNERS, “State Of The Cloud 2021” (March 10, 2021) 

https://www.bvp.com/atlas/state-of-the-cloud-2021 

87 A token is a computational representation of text (ranging from about four characters in the 

case of OpenAI’s systems, see https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer, to as much as common two- 

or three-word phrases). 

88 Tom B. Brown, Benjamin Mann, Nick Ryder, Melanie Subbiah, Jared D Kaplan, Prafulla 

Dhariwal, Arvind Neelakantan, Pranav Shyam, Girish Sastry, Amanda Askell, Sandhini Agarwal, 

Ariel Herbert-Voss, Gretchen Krueger, Tom Henighan, Rewon Child, Aditya Ramesh, Daniel Zieg-

ler, Jeffrey Wu, Clemens Winter, Chris Hesse, Mark Chen, Eric Sigler, Mateusz Litwin, Scott 

Gray, Benjamin Chess, Jack Clark, Christopher Berner, Sam McCandlish, Alec Radford, Ilya 

Sutskever & Dario Amodei, Language Models Are Few-Shot Learners, PROC. 34TH CONF. NEURAL 

INFO. PROCESSING SYS. (2020) (introducing and describing the GPT-3 language model) 

89 OPEN AI, GPT-4 TECHNICAL REPORT 2 (2023), https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.08774.pdf ("Given 

both the competitive landscape and the safety implications of large-scale models like GPT-4, this 

report contains no further details about the architecture (including model size), hardware, training 

 

https://www.bvp.com/atlas/state-of-the-cloud-2021
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This data forms the basis for the model, which is, in simplified terms, little 

more than a statistical representation of all the input data. In the case of large lan-

guage models, for example, the model is “trained” to “understand” that, the text 

following “Jack” is more probabilistically likely to be “and Jill” or “of spades”—

and not, say, “and Heather” or “of rakes.” And such assessments are made on con-

tinuous basis: seeing “Jack and” increases the likelihood of seeing “Jill” or “Diane” 

next; “Jack of” increases the likelihood of seeing “all trades” or “spades.” This 

continuous representation of the relationship among tokens (i.e., snippets of text) 

and sets of tokens, comprise the model.90 These basic, or “foundation,” models, 

may, moreover, be tweaked or “fine-tuned” to particular purposes or applica-

tions.91  

Downstream developers need to access the foundation models for fine-

tuning, and for use in a particular application (ChatGPT to generate text for a cus-

tomer service chatbot, for example). Some models, like OpenAI’s, are closely held 

by their developer, and are accessible only via an API (or application programming 

interface). An API is “tool that allows programmers to use pre-written code to 

build certain functions into their own programs,”92 or, put more simply, an API 

provides “the necessary infrastructure for [downstream] computer programmers to 

develop new programs and applications” that build upon the model.93 The devel-

oper of a chatbot program might access GPT-3 through an API, using various com-

mands to “fine-tune” the model for specific purposes,94 and then to send prompts 

to GPT and retrieve responses.95 Other foundation models and their final statistical 

weights and measures are open source. LLaMA 2, which was developed by Meta, 

is an example. Open source models are hosted on public websites, known as 

“model hubs” for others to download and use. Model hubs, such as Hugging Face, 

host models, the underlying data, and APIs all for use by developers. 

The model layer itself therefore consists of several layers, and this multi-

layer structure has important implications for market structure and competition—

some of which are entangled with the concerns raised above regarding hardware 

and computational capacity. 

First is the data layer. As noted above, developing a model often depends 

on access to vast troves of data. In some instances, such data may be comparatively 

cheap to obtain. The repositories of internet text and Reddit posts used by 

 

 
compute, dataset construction, training method, or similar.”). Some reports have put the training of 

GPT-3 at $10-12 million for each training run. Alex Hern, TechScape: Will Meta’s Massive Leak 

Democratise AI—and at What Cost?, THE GUARDIAN (March 7, 2023, 06:45 EST). 
90 For a more technical discussion of how LLMs work, see Stephan Wolfram, What is 

ChatGPT Doing…and Why Does it Work?, Feb. 14, 2023, https://writings.stephenwolf-

ram.com/2023/02/what-is-chatgpt-doing-and-why-does-it-work/. 

91 See Rishi Bomnasani et al., On the Opportunities and Risks of Foundation Models, Center for 

Research on Foundation Models, Stanford Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence 

(HAI), at https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.07258 (manuscript) 

92 Google LLC v. Oracle America, 593 U.S. __ (2021). 

93 Id.  

94 OpenAI, Fine Tuning, OPENAI, https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/fine-tuning. 

95 OpenAI, GPT Models, OPENAI, https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/gpt. 

https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2023/02/what-is-chatgpt-doing-and-why-does-it-work/
https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2023/02/what-is-chatgpt-doing-and-why-does-it-work/
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ChatGPT, for example, are freely available for download.96 Other providers have 

similarly scraped millions of publicly available images from online sources to train 

facial-recognition models.97 But data can also be difficult and expensive to obtain, 

and developers may place a premium on exclusive access to important sources of 

training data.98 Google, for example, struck a controversial deal with Ascension 

Health Systems for access to patient records for the purposes of training diagnostic 

and other medical AI systems.99 Google also paid $2.1 billion to purchase Fitbit, 

again with an eye towards collecting health metrics and data.100 Importantly, data 

may not be immediately usable for training an AI model. Data, which is sometimes 

stored in unstructured “data lakes,” often requires some combination of cleaning, 

validation, transformation, and labeling before it can be used for model training. 

Second is the model layer. As noted above, training a model is often com-

putationally intensive—meaning that it can be hugely expensive—depending on 

the nature of the algorithm.101 As training becomes more computationally complex, 

requirements in the processing and hardware layers increase dramatically because 

electrical power, processing, and storage and bandwidth requirements can grow 

polynomially (or even exponentially). These barriers to entry are significant: De-

veloping a foundation model often requires a substantial capital investment.102 

Some commentators have suggested that OpenAI was able to successfully develop 

GPT-3 only because it was a “a well-capitalized company” that also “teamed up 

with Microsoft to develop an AI supercomputer,” but that similar successes seem 

“potentially beyond the reach of [other] AI startups . . . which in some cases lack 

the capital required.”103 As a result, the number of foundation models that can (or 

 

 
96 COMMON CRAWL, About, https://commoncrawl.org/about/; OPENWEBTEXT2, Welcome!, 

https://openwebtext2.readthedocs.io/en/latest/; see also Brown et al., supra note xx, (describing the 

training data for GPT-3). 

97 Olivia Solon, Facial Recognition’s ‘Dirty Little Secret’: Millions of Online Photos Scraped 

Without Consent, NBC NEWS (Mar. 17, 2019, 10:25 AM), https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/inter-

net/facial-recognition-s-dirty-little-secret-millions-online-photos-scraped-n981921 

[https://perma.cc/9WNY-YR8A]; Kashmir Hill, The Secretive Company That Might End Privacy 

as We Know It, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 2 , 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/18/technol-

ogy/clearview-privacy-facialrecognition.html [https://perma.cc/4LFZ-4GSD]. 

98 See, e.g., Amanda Levendowski, How Copyright Law Can Fix Artificial Intelligence’s Implicit 

Bias Problem, 93 WASH. L. REV. 579 (2018); C. Scott Hemphill, Disruptive Incumbents: Platform 

Competition in an Age of Machine Learning, 119 COLUM. L. REV. 1973, 1978–79 (2019). 

99 Rob Copeland, Google’s ‘Project Nightingale’ Gathers Personal Health Data on Millions of 

Americans, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 11, 2019, 4:27 PM), 

100 Id. 

101 See Part IA above, for discussions of the compute costs and chip and electricity needs. For 

another account of the costs of training machine learning systems, consider Ben Cottier, Trends in 

the Dollar Training Cost of Machine Learning Systems, EPOCH, Jan. 31, 2023, 

https://epochai.org/blog/trends-in-the-dollar-training-cost-of-machine-learning-systems. 

102 Kyle Wiggers, OpenAI’s Massive GPT-3 Model Is Impressive, But Size Isn’t Everything, 

VENTURE BEAT (June 1, 2020, 1:05 PM), https://venturebeat.com/2020/06/01/ai-machinelearning-

openai-gpt-3-size-isnt-everything 

103 Id. 

https://openwebtext2.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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that perhaps should, from the standpoint of productive efficiency) exist for any 

given application class—language, image generation—may be quite limited.104  

The final layer regards access to the trained model. Foundation model de-

velopers can choose the terms on which they make that model available to the 

public (if at all). Though LLaMA was likely very expensive to develop, Meta and 

Microsoft, for example, have decided to make that model public at no cost. Why? 

They are likely betting that providing an such an open platform will stimulate the 

development of downstream applications in a way that redounds to their ultimate 

benefit, much as Microsoft has long encouraged the development of third-party 

applications that could run on its Windows platform.105 This is in part because the 

cost of finetuning a model is miniscule compared to the costs of training it.106 By 

contrast, OpenAI (which, again, counts Microsoft as a significant investor) has 

declined to open-source its GPT models—though it does allow third-party devel-

opers to build upon those models through the APIs that it develops, documents, 

and makes available to the public.107  

Notably, a number of the biggest technology companies participate at 

every stage in the model layer (and, as we have seen, in earlier layers too). Google, 

for example, is developing its own chips (TPUs), has its own cloud infrastructure 

(Google Cloud), collects enormous amounts of data, has its own foundation mod-

els (PaLM 2, Codey, Imagen, and Chirp), and offers applications (such as Bard, a 

competitor to ChatGPT).108 In other words, Google offers a vertically-integrated, 

closed-source artificial intelligence system all the way up and down the AI tech-

nology stack. Microsoft’s massive investment into OpenAI has placed it in a 

 

 
104 This may be especially true if we consider the carbon costs of model “overbuilding.” Emma 

Strubell, Ananya Ganesh & Andrew McCallum, Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep 

Learning in NLP (June 5, 2019) (unpublished manuscript), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.02243.pdf 

[https://perma.cc/2LH6-9YXV] (describing costs in terms of power and shared computing resource 

prices); Kate Saenko, Feed Me, Seymour!—Why AI Is so Power-Hungry, ARSTECHNICA (Dec. 29, 

2020, 6:38 AM), https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/why-ai-is-so-power-hungry/?com-

ments=1 [https://perma.cc/XB8S-QQU2] (citing the previous source and explaining that the power 

consumption demands of training and optimizing one machine-learning-based language model is 

equivalent to the cost of flying “315 passengers, or an entire 747 jet” on a “round trip between New 

York and San Francisco”). 

105 Steve Inskeep & Olivia Hampton, Meta Leans on 'Wisdom of Crowds' in AI Model Release, 

NPR, July 19, 2023 5:11AM ET, https://www.npr.org/2023/07/19/1188543421/metas-nick-clegg-

on-the-companys-decision-to-offer-ai-tech-as-open-source-softwa (quoting Nick Clegg as saying 

Meta is “not a charity” and that it made LLaMa “available for free to the vast majority of those who 

will use it” notwithstanding the fact that it was “an expensive endeavor to have built [LLaMa] in 

the first place” because doing so was “in [Meta’s] interest,” as it will “help set in motion a kind of 

flywheel of innovation which [Meta] can then incorporate into [its] own products.”). 

106 See Dylan Patel & Afzal Ahmad, Google “We Have No Moat, And Neither Does OpenAI,” 

SEMIANALYSIS, May 4, 2023, https://www.semianalysis.com/p/google-we-have-no-moat-and-nei-

ther. 
107 For a discussion of how OpenAI is not so open, see Chloe Xiang, OpenAI is Now Every-

thing It Promised Not to Be: Corporate, Closed-Source, and For-Profit, MOTHERBOARD: TECH BY 

VICE (Feb. 28, 2023, 10:35AM), https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d3naz/openai-is-now-every-

thing-it-promised-not-to-be-corporate-closed-source-and-for-profit. 

108 Janakiram MSV, Google’s Generative AI Stack: An In-Depth Analysis, THE NEW STACK, 

May 31, 2023 (7:59 AM), https://opendatascience.com/the-rapid-evolution-of-the-canonical-stack-

for-machine-learning/ 
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similar role: from chips and Azure cloud services to OpenAI’s closed-source sys-

tem of models and APIs and applications. Given the high barriers to entry across 

these layers, including aspects of the model layer, and the significant first-mover 

advantages in model development and application deployment, it is likely that 

these companies will develop and retain control over a significant share of this 

layer in the AI sector.  

The availability of open source models is unlikely to upend this domi-

nance. It is true that various resources may be available on open-source terms: 

structured and unstructured data (i.e., data warehouses and data lakes), certain 

models, and APIs. But even developers relying on these resources may need to 

depend on dominant cloud operators to achieve scale. As an interdisciplinary team 

of researchers recently explained, “while a handful of maximally open AI systems 

exist,” “the resources needed to build AI from scratch, and to deploy large AI sys-

tems at scale, remain ‘closed’—available only to those with significant (almost 

always corporate) resources.”109 That is, the availability of open source resources 

in the model layer does little to upend concerns about concentration in the “lower” 

layers—cloud computing and microprocessing. Moreover, even in the model layer, 

concerns about concentration persist. The best foundation models require enor-

mous amounts of data—but usable data is not always freely and easily available. 

Training foundation models, as we have seen, also has extremely high compute 

costs, raising entry barriers. Hence, it is possible that high-quality data resources 

and associated models will concentrate into a small number of dominant players.  

 
Source: AI Infrastructure Alliance110 

D. Applications 

 

 

 
109 David Gray Widder, Sarah West, & Meredith Whittaker, Open (For Business): Big Tech, 

Concentrated Power, and the Political Economy of Open AI (draft), https://pa-

pers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4543807. 

110 ODSC Community, The Rapid Evolution of the Canonical Stack for Machine Learning, 

OPENDATASCIENCE, July 13, 2021, https://opendatascience.com/the-rapid-evolution-of-the-canoni-

cal-stack-for-machine-learning/. See also Giancarlo Mori, Demystifying the Modern AI Stack, ME-

DIUM, Nov. 1, 2022, https://gcmori.medium.com/demystifying-the-modern-ai-stack-d91ce73ec4e 
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Finally, we come to layer in the AI technology stack that is most visible to 

the public—the application layer. Consumers interact with AI through applica-

tions. For example, if I use ChatGPT to help me describe the application layer of 

the AI technology stack, I do so by entering a prompt into the ChatGPT application 

(say, “Describe the application layer of the AI technology stack in one sentence.”). 

That application then interacts with a version (through prediction or inference) of 

the GPT model, and returns a result (“The application layer of the AI technology 

stack is responsible for providing end-users with specific AI-powered functionali-

ties and services, utilizing various machine learning models and algorithms to 

solve particular tasks or address specific problems.”).111  

The industrial organization of the application layer includes three catego-

ries. The first are vertically-integrated applications. As in the ChatGPT example 

above, a single entity—OpenAI—has developed both the application and the un-

derlying model. Similarly, Microsoft, which is a significant investor in OpenAI, 

has incorporated GPT into a wide range of its products, from Bing, its search en-

gine, to Microsoft Office, among other products.112 In some cases, these models 

are closed to third-parties because of the sensitive nature of the model and its un-

derlying data. For example, the only available applications for certain AI-powered 

health applications are vertically integrated with the model itself.113 

The second category are applications developed by unaffiliated third-party de-

velopers, who build upon existing proprietary foundation models. For example, 

some developers are using OpenAI’s documented APIs to develop specific appli-

cations based upon GPT, such as patent drafting and analysis applications.114 No-

tably, the firms who operate the foundation models could themselves set up appli-

cations that compete with third-party developers, and can set the terms on which 

data from the application is incorporated into future iterations of the underlying 

model. The third category are applications developed by third-party developers 

who rely on open source models and data. There are, for example, a range of de-

velopers using LLaMA’s open source model (or other foundation models) to de-

velop other language-based applications, including customer service chatbots.115 

In this category, the applications do not depend on vertically-integrated firms—

except, perhaps, at the hardware and cloud layers. 

Across all these organizational forms, we emphasize that inference (i.e., call-

ing on a model to resolve a particular query) is typically relatively cheap—

 

 
111 OpenAI, ChatGPT, at http://chat.openai.com?model=text-davinci-002-render-sha 

(prompt=“Describe the application layer of the AI technology stack in one sentence.”) 

112 Frederic Lardinois, Microsoft Launches the New Bing, with ChatGPT Built In, TechCrunch, 

Feb 7, 2023, at https://techcrunch.com/2023/02/07/microsoft-launches-the-new-bing-with-chatgpt-

built-in/, Indeed, this integration extends beyond the model layer and into other layers, as OpenAI 

used Microsoft’s cloud computing platform, Azure, to develop its GPT models. Microsoft, Official 

Microsoft Blog, Microsoft and OpenAI Extend Partnership, Jan. 23, 2023, at https://blogs.mi-

crosoft.com/blog/2023/01/23/microsoftandopenaiextendpartnership/. 

113 Arti K. Rai, Isha Sharma & Christina Silcox, Accountability, Secrecy, and Innovation in AI-

Enabled Clinical Decision Software, 7 J.L. & BIOSCIENCES, Jan.–June 2020, at 1, 3, 5  

114 See Garden Intel., at https://www.gardenintel.com/ . 

115 See Ada, at https://www.ada.cx/. 
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especially when compared to the costs of model development and training.116 But 

even if inference can seem relatively low-cost, inference at scale—resolving thou-

sands or millions of queries—still requires a substantial resource investment. 

II. THE DRAWBACKS OF AN AI OLIGOPOLY 

Understanding the industrial organization of AI and the market structure of 

each layer in AI’s technology stack shows that portions of the AI technology stack 

will be—and many already are—dominated by a small number of firms.117 Con-

centration in the AI sector—an AI oligopoly—has a variety of downsides. In this 

Part, we outline four sets of problems with the AI oligopoly—abuses of power, 

national security and resilience issues, widening economic inequality, and effects 

on democracy.118 

A. Abuses of Power and Economic Harms 

As in other areas in which technology platforms dominate—operating sys-

tems, search, e-commerce, social media—concentration in AI seems likely to lead 

to a variety of abuses of power. Although widespread adoption of AI is only recent, 

any abuses of power by AI-related companies are likely to follow familiar and 

recognizable pathways. 

 

1. Hardware — Given the structure of the microprocessor industry, custom-

ers may suffer from the problems of monopoly or oligopoly control. With only one 

firm in photolithography and a predominant firm in semiconductor manufacturing, 

it is quite possible that these firms could abuse their market power. They could 

demand monopoly prices for their goods, set discriminatory prices and terms for 

different customers, or refuse to deal entirely with some customers.119 While it is 

not obvious that ASML has taken any of these actions so far, these strategies are 

often deployed by monopolists, to the detriment of the market.120 With respect to 

TSMC, the semiconductor manufacturer has prioritized its contracts and partner-

ship with Apple over other chip consumers, giving lower priority to service, net-

working, and PC chips during periods of shortages.121 Indeed, Apple has reportedly 

 

 
116 See Narechania, supra note __, at 1580–81. 

117 AJAY AGARWAL, JOSHUA GANS, & AVI GOLDFARB, PREDICTION MACHINES: THE SIMPLE ECO-

NOMICS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 216 (“For technology companies whose entire business might 

rest on AI, scale economies might result in a few dominant companies.”). 

118 We emphatically do not mean to say these are the only problems with AI or to offer a priori-

tization of all problems with AI.  

119 W. KIP VISCUSI, JOSEPH E. HARRINGTON, JR. & JOHN M. VERNON, ECONOMICS OF REGULA-

TION AND ANTITRUST 82 (4th ed. 2005) 

120 For a discussion see, RICKS ET AL., supra note xx, passim (discussing these abuses through a 

variety of industries, including railroads and operating systems).  

121 Samuel Nyberg, Apple Gets Special Treatment Amid Chip Shortage, MACWORLD (Jun. 22, 

2021, 1:01pm PDT), https://www.macworld.com/article/677141/apple-gets-special-treatment-

amid-chip-shortage.html 
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“locked up” TSMC’s entire capacity for fabricating 5 nanometer chips, which are 

currently the smallest and most advanced.122 

 The dynamics of GPUs are different. While Nvidia is far and away the 

dominant producer, the biggest technology companies—Amazon, Google, Meta, 

and Microsoft—are developing their own proprietary alternatives. Hence, these 

companies face some tension with Nvidia: they rely upon Nvidia’s GPUs to run 

their supercomputers; but they are also simultaneously trying to reduce or even 

eliminate their reliance on Nvidia by developing independent alternatives. Indeed, 

if they can develop microchips that satisfy their training or inference requirements, 

they could, over time, vertically integrate further.  

Here, it is worth distinguishing between training and inference. Given the 

significant processing power required for training new foundation models, it may 

be that even big technology companies will continue to rely on Nvidia for GPUs 

that are best suited to train models at the lowest cost. Inference, however, requires 

significantly less processing capacity—and can benefit from ASICs if the tasks are 

repetitive and predictable.123 It is possible, perhaps even likely, that big technology 

companies will be able to integrate more deeply with respect to inference. In short, 

these providers may move down the stack, at least in part, in order to reduce their 

reliance on—vulnerability to—some of the dominant hardware providers.124 And 

in response, it seems that chip designer Nvidia is also moving up the stack, offering 

their own cloud computing services.125 

 

 
122 Jeremy Horwitz, Apple Blamed IBM and Intel for Mac Chip Delays, but TSMC Won’t Be 

Next, VENTURE BEAT (Nov. 13, 2020, 1:36 PM), https://venturebeat.com/mobile/apple-blamed-

ibm-and-intel-for-mac-chip-delays-but-tsmc-wont-be-next/ 

123 Andrej Karpathy, Software 2.0, MEDIUM, Nov. 11, 2017, https://karpathy.medium.com/soft-

ware-2-0-a64152b37c35 (noting that one benefit of neural networks, which are used for AI, is that 

they can be programmed into a chip). 
124 Indeed, Google is making moves to design TPUs in-house, instead of relying on Broadcom. 

Wayne Ma, Anissa Gardizy & Jon Victor, To Reduce AI Costs, Google Wants to Ditch Broadcom as 

its TPU Server Chip Supplier, THE INFORMATION (Sept. 21, 2023, 1:22 AM PDT), https://www.the-

information.com/articles/to-reduce-ai-costs-google-wants-to-ditch-broadcom-as-its-tpu-server-

chip-supplier. 

125 Nvidia, NVIDIA Launches DGX Cloud, Giving Every Enterprise Instant Access to AI Super-

computer From a Browser, Mar. 21, 2023,  https://nvidianews.nvidia.com/news/nvidia-

launches-dgx-cloud-giving-every-enterprise-instant-access-to-ai-supercomputer-from-a-browser. 

Perhaps because they do not have cloud infrastructure built up, Nvidia is or plans to partner with 

Oracle, Microsoft, and Google to provide this service. It is/has also bought Lambda Labs as a way 

to get into cloud provision directly. See Maria Heeter, Kate Clark & Stephanie Palazzolo, Nvidia 

Accelerates AI Startup Investments, Nears Deal with Cloud Provider Lambda Labs, THE INFOR-

MATION (July 18, 2023, 5:00 AM PDT), https://www.theinformation.com/articles/nvidia-acceler-

ates-ai-startup-investments-nears-deal-with-cloud-provider-lambda-labs; Anissa Gardizy, In an Un-

sual Move, Nvidia Wants to Know Its Customers’ Customers, THE INFORMATION (July 31, 2023, 

6:00AM PDT), https://www.theinformation.com/articles/in-an-unusual-move-nvidia-wants-to-

know-its-customers-customers. Nvidia is also leasing servers powered by its own chips in Google 

Cloud Platform and among other cloud providers, a development that has been called a “trojan 

horse” and an effort to “muscle” its way into the lucrative business. Anissa Gardizy & Aaron 
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 These developments invite an evaluation of three different possible market 

structures (assuming, for now, that higher layers in the stack —i.e., cloud compu-

ting, AI models, and applications—are competitive). The first is a monopoly mar-

ket structure, characterized by one predominant GPU provider. The second is a 

competitive market structure, in which multiple providers each sell to distinct cor-

porate entities in—i.e., structurally separated from—higher layers in the stack. 

That is, GPU production is competitive and GPU producers do not also own, op-

erate, or hold investments in higher layers in the stack. The third is a vertically-

integrated market structure, in which there are multiple GPU producers who are 

vertically integrated with cloud provision and other layers in the stack. Until now, 

a monopoly structure has characterized the hardware layer, with Nvidia the pre-

dominant provider of processing hardware. But the developments we describe 

above are suggestive of at least tentative shifts towards a vertically-integrated mar-

ket structure. 

Both the monopoly and vertically-integrated market structures present 

competition concerns. The monopoly structure because the GPU producer is a mo-

nopolist or has such significant market power that it could raise consumer costs, 

price certain users out of the market, discriminate against certain purchasers, or 

impede new competition. Indeed, there are reports that Nvidia’s current chip allo-

cation decisions are based on whether it is “excited about [the] end customer” in 

part because “Nvidia would prefer not to give large allocations to companies that 

are attempting to compete directly with them.”126 The vertically-integrated struc-

ture poses risks to competition because vertical integration could entrench the ex-

isting oligopoly, making it harder for new competitors to emerge. New competitors 

would face significant barriers to entry—high capital costs of chip acquisition (not 

to mention the even higher costs of design and production). Moreover, the existing 

players have a strong incentive to lock out putative competitors.127 And because 

hardware and cloud infrastructure would be integrated, new entrants would have 

to operate in both layers in order to compete effectively. Entities in the higher lay-

ers—model or application developers—may not otherwise be able to gain access 

to necessary infrastructure if the entrenched oligopoly requires that these users 

purchase an integrated (i.e., hardware and cloud infrastructure) service.128 The 

 

 
126 Clay Pascal, Nvidia H100 GPUs: Supply and Demand, GPU UTILS, July 2023, Updated Au-

gust 2023, https://gpus.llm-utils.org/nvidia-h100-gpus-supply-and-demand-. 

127 Even skeptics of monopoly leveraging theories (due, for example, to the one-monopoly-

profit theory) might be persuaded by the possibility for leveraging in this context. JONATHAN E. 

NUECHTERLEIN & PHILIP J. WEISER, DIGITAL CROSSROADS: TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAW AND POLICY 

IN THE INTERNET AGE (2d ed. 2013) 14–17 (describing the theory and exceptions to it); Philip J. 

Weiser, Toward a Next Generation Regulatory Strategy, 35 LOY.-CHI. L.J. 41, 73 (2003) (“[T]here 

are instances in which a platform provider may use its gatekeeping role to ‘hold up’ the deployment 

of applications, thereby giving itself an additional source of revenue and deterring future innova-

tion.”) 

128 Cf. Reg. & Policy Problems Presented by the Interdependence of Computer and Commc’n 

Servs. & Facilities, Tentative Decision of the Commission, 28 F.C.C. 2d 291, para. 24 (1970) (dis-

cussing a similar concern in the related computer networking and information processing context); 

Lina M. Khan, The Separation of Platforms and Commerce, 119 COLUM. L. REV. 973 (2019) (dis-

cussing a similar concern in the related platforms context). 
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competitive structure, in contrast, offers a robust competitive environment be-

tween the two layers.  

Nevertheless, there may be reasons to favor a vertically-integrated market. 

Microprocessing is, after all, tightly connected to the rest of the computing hard-

ware (including the hardware used to deliver cloud services), and so vertical inte-

gration may yield substantial benefits. Nvidia runs supercomputers, in part, be-

cause talented engineers want to be able to work on the supercomputers, not just 

design GPUs.129 As importantly, the fact that ASICs can be developed for specific 

inferential tasks suggests advantages for integrating of these hardware layers with 

model and application layers.  

This question—whether the technological connections are so tightly linked 

such that vertical integration is preferable—echoes in the early debates of network 

neutrality and, especially, open access to the cable industry’s broadband networks. 

There, some advocates argued that the cable industry’s networks should be made 

open to competing ISPs, such that not only Comcast—but also America Online 

and RoadRunner, among others—could all offer service over a single set of wires. 

Yet others countered that offering effective broadband internet service required 

control over the infrastructure, as such control enabled ISPs to configure the hard-

ware to improve performance. Hence, the debate now—much as it was then—re-

gards whether vertical integration or greater competition is, on net, better for 

downstream applications.130 The answer to this question remains uncertain, and it 

is somewhat hard to disentangle the providers’ technical arguments favoring inte-

gration from their economic incentives: They might easily deploy the former (ac-

curately or not) in service of the latter. But an appropriate regulator, aided with 

relevant expertise, empowered to collect technical information, and authorized to 

address the concerns of concentration and integration, might be able craft an ap-

propriate response, drawing from the proposals we set out in Part IV. 

2. Cloud Infrastructure — The concentration of cloud providers has signifi-

cant consequences for competition—and for the future of AI. The dominant cloud 

providers have taken steps to entrench their dominance, including by facilitating 

lock-in effects that raise the costs for consumers to switch providers.131 In addition 

to the lack of interoperability and the need for expertise in each system, multi-year 

contracts and egress fees all impede competition in the market.132 Providers have 

also vertically integrated across higher and lower layers of the technology stack, 

enabling them to offer more—and more tailored—services.  

While more integrated offerings might seem beneficial, they also come 

with downsides for users, third-party developers, and society at large. For users, 

concentration and lock-in means high prices. Although cloud computing is, at bot-

tom, largely a commodity product—computational capacity’s cost has decreased 

 

 
129 Nicole Kobie, Nvidia and the Battle for the Future of AI Chips, WIRED, June 17, 2021 
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130 Tim Wu, Network Neutrality, Broadband Discrimination, 2 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. 

L. 141 (2003).  

131 See Federal Trade Commission, Solicitation for Public Comments on the Business Practices 

of Cloud Computing Providers, No. 2023-0028-0001 (March 22, 2023). 

132 Investigation into Digital Markets, supra note xx, at 98-99. 
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over time133—cloud providers like AWS can charge substantial premiums (e.g., 30 

percent margins) on this service.134 Andreesen Horowitz, one of the most notable 

technology investment firms, argues that these cloud fees are so substantial that 

many companies would be better off providing these services in-house—that is, 

many companies would save money by building their own internal cloud platform. 

Andreesen Horowitz estimates that the top 50 public software companies could 

recover about $100 billion in market capitalization from the cost differential be-

tween providing in-house cloud and  using one of the big vendors.135 This is due 

to the “cloud paradox”—start-up companies must employ external cloud vendors 

because of the high capital costs of developing the service; once established, such 

companies should prefer proprietary service over these higher cost external ven-

dors—but they stick with the higher cost approach. 

For third party firms, reliance on cloud services can mean vulnerability to 

copying and self-preferencing by the cloud provider. Multiple firms have com-

plained that AWS has copied their product and offered their own integrated version 

of the product, harming their company’s value and future business.136 The prospect 

of expropriation of creativity and effort by a cloud provider may not only lead 

entrepreneurs and venture funders to prefer not to invest in innovative companies, 

it may deter such innovative activity altogether—particularly if such conduct is 

pervasive across a concentrated set of dominant service providers. After all, why 

would anyone invest in a new venture, when the dominant cloud provider is likely 

to just copy the idea and integrate it into their platform?137 Even if the platform 

does not copy the firm’s business but instead acquires it early on, this may also 

reduce incentives for venture funders, as they do not get the financial upside of 

investing in a more successful company. Venture capitalists call this the “kill 

zone,” and leading economists have modeled its existence in internet platform mar-

kets.138  

 Dominant cloud platforms can also leverage their power from cloud ser-

vices into other parts of the AI stack. Looking to the lower levels of the stack, 

Amazon, Microsoft, and Google are, as noted, developing microprocessing units 

specific to AI applications in order to fully integrate their hardware components 
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companies reliant on their cloud infrastructure. 
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across chips and cloud. Looking to the higher levels, they also all offer applications 

that could integrate AI models. Microsoft’s Bing search engine and Office 360 

suite, for example, can integrate AI inference, built atop OpenAI models (OpenAI 

is funded, in significant part, by Microsoft), and run on Microsoft Azure compute 

power. Google and Amazon can do the same with their various offerings, from 

search to e-commerce. Integration across these domains makes it harder for new 

entrants to compete at these other stages. Can a new search engine compete without 

having its own AI model to improve search capacity? Could a word processor 

compete with Microsoft Office without its own, integrated ChatGPT-type system? 

As consumers come to expect these features, effective competition will require that 

putative competitors develop offerings across the entire stack, thereby increasing 

barriers to entry at nearly any layer. Indeed, when rivals in search who license 

Microsoft’s system have tried to use it for training their own AI models, Microsoft 

has threatened to block their access to the data, as a violation of its terms of ser-

vice.139 

 

3. The Model Layer — The technical and market characteristics of the model 

layer highlight several possible problems with concentration in the AI sector. We 

can begin with the data that underlies a model’s development. As noted, while 

some data is freely and easily available, it may require significant resources to 

transform and label. And while there may be some vast troves of data, it can be 

expensive to obtain good data—data that is, say, debiased in ways that are critical 

to the development of fair and accurate downstream applications. Other data is 

proprietary and expensive, presenting a significant barrier to entry. And new en-

trants face a growing challenge: As AI systems rocketed in popularity, previously 

free sources of training data have since limited access to this information, or are 

now seeking to monetize it for AI training purposes.140 

Moreover, there may be significant data network effects for some models, 

particularly for models and applications that rely on forms of deep, continual, or 

reinforcement learning, giving rise to significant first-mover advantages. As one 

scholar has written elsewhere, models 

 

that continue to internalize new data, including information drawn 

from their practical deployments, may gain an insurmountable 

lead over putative competitors in their initial competition for the 

market. This is because the first application in the market gains 

access to more recent and more relevant training data—data from 

in market consumers—before any competitor. Integrating those 

results into its prediction scheme thus gives rise to better results 

for the next query. And that next query, again, gives the provider 
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even more recent and relevant data that may further improve its 

application—and so on.141 

 

Leading members of the industry have likewise observed that this process is a “vir-

tuous cycle for strengthening the best products and companies” and that AI thus 

appears as a “winner-take-all” system.142 In short, scale can matter a lot to data,143 

and scale is becoming harder to achieve.144 

The barriers to entry for foundation model development extend beyond data to 

include, as noted, the significant compute resources that are required to train a 

model. Taken together, these barriers suggest that, in some—perhaps many—

fields, only one or few foundation models are likely to emerge per application 

class.  

This concentrated control over foundation models gives rise to both competi-

tion and quality concerns. On quality, as the concentration among publicly availa-

ble foundation models increases, the quality of each one matters ever more. If there 

are only one or two models in an application class (e.g. text, images) and they are 

flawed, then every application built on that model will suffer from those flaws.145 

The stakes are significant. With respect to competition, the monopoly or oligopoly 

structure for foundation models—which, as their name suggests, are foundational 

to further AI development—gives rise to familiar concerns regarding concentra-

tion in other platform markets.146 Foundation model providers might raise the costs 

to downstream developers for model access. They may favor selected AI-based 

applications, including vertically integrated applications, through selectively ex-

posed APIs.147 And they might even copy applications from competitors and in-

corporate them into their own offerings. 
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4. Applications — At the application layer, potential abuses of power also 

follow from vertical integration, as they do in the model layer. As we have seen, 

some companies have vertically integrated across the entire AI technology stack. 

Where these companies have exclusive access to proprietary data (e.g. medical 

information), vertical integration will likely limit competition downstream in the 

model or application layers. Where these companies offer their APIs to developers 

to create third party applications (as, for example, OpenAI does at present), the 

model provider might also create its own competing applications. This raises a 

variety of anti-competitive concerns.148 They might exclude some third-party ap-

plications from use of the model. Model providers might favor their own applica-

tions over others by charging higher rates to third-party developers than their own 

in-house business lines, or by conferring other advantages on their own prod-

ucts.149 For example, if people ask Microsoft Bing what they should do this week-

end, it might suggest playing video game Call of Duty—which Microsoft also 

owns.150 Or they might copy third-party applications and develop and integrate 

those features into their own applications. And while such integration may not 

seem problematic at first blush, we note two concerns with such conduct. First, 

such integration immediately raises the concerns about foreclosure and favoritism 

that we have just identified. Second, the possibility that an integrated entity will 

copy and integrate the features of a popular application diminishes the likelihood 

that anyone will invest in application creation at all, leading to fewer new applica-

tions overall.  Such anticompetitive conduct has lengthy pedigree across a range 

of NPU sectors—including technology platforms.151  

As we have seen, the downstream effects of these abuses of power are poten-

tially significant. Applications developers may decline to develop new applications 

based on foundation models, if they believe the model providers will steal and copy 

their idea. Venture firms increasingly see the layer as a “kill zone,” subject to lower 

returns on investment (as compared to a more competitive ecosystem across the 

stack), thereby reducing overall investment in the sector. And a lack of competition 

in the application layer will reduce innovation. 

B. National Security and Resilience 

Concentration at critical points in the AI technology stack also raises sig-

nificant concerns from a national security and resilience perspective. Consider the 

supply of microprocessing units. With very few chip companies—and particularly 

semiconductor and photolithography manufacturers—the possibility that one 
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foundry could be shut down due to a pandemic, weather event, war, or other emer-

gency is—and, indeed, has been—significant.152 Concentration leads to a fragile 

supply chain that is vulnerable to single points of failure.153 More specifically, 

there are clear national security concerns with respect to the supply chain for 

chips.154 Given that chips power not only AI but other critical technologies, the 

lack of availability could impede both military and non-military critical infrastruc-

ture.155 TSMC’s dominance in manufacturing has led to concerns about what might 

happen if China attempts to take over Taiwan or if the U.S. and China get into a 

conflict.156  

In addition to resiliency concerns, those focused on global competition and 

international leadership have observed that staying ahead on technology will be 

critical to  power in the 21st century.157 In this context, the dominance of a single 

company in semiconductor manufacturing—and a company located in Taiwan—

raises risks. A more diverse supply chain—both geographically and among multi-

ple firms, and including U.S. production—would help ensure American global 

leadership in cutting-edge technology. 

Other layers in the AI technology stack also raise national security and 

resilience issues. An oligopoly of cloud providers, integrated up and down the AI 

stack and without interoperability between them, gives rise to substantial software 

supply-chain concerns.158 If a cloud provider is attacked in a cyberattack, or if a 

cloud provider’s warehouse is affected by a severe weather event, or even if an 

employee makes a simple mistake, dozens of AI applications—and the operations, 

services, and websites that depend on them—could shut down for hours, days, or 

longer.159 Such disruptions would not only harm the affected companies but could 

have devastating effects on the economy as a whole.160 The lack of interoperability 

means that these systems could not easily be restarted on another provider’s 
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service. Hence, for the U.S. government and military, these owners of cloud com-

puting infrastructure are mission critical providers of national infrastructure.  

Concentration at the foundation model layer can also lead to national security 

concerns. Imagine, for example, a single foundation model for certain medical di-

agnoses, in which the data or training system is flawed and leads to plausible but 

incorrect outputs. It is possible that widespread use of such a model could system-

atically lead to misdiagnoses and mis-prescribing remedies. Perhaps, during nor-

mal time, regulatory processes and protections, or competition, would suffice to 

catch these errors. But if only one firm has the capacity to deploy such technologies 

in an emergency—during, say, a pandemic—an error in this concentrated ecosys-

tem could be catastrophic. For the military, reliance on a single foundation model 

for any number of activities—from design of military hardware, to automated re-

sponses—could have unintended and deadly effects. Concentration in the AI tech-

nology stack makes this phenomenon worse: there may be a severely limited num-

ber of providers, and therefore little ability to switch toward one with better ser-

vice. 

C. Economic Inequality 

Concentration at layers within and across the AI technology stack can also 

deepen economic inequality in at least three ways. First, concentration means that 

a small number of firms will capture the vast majority of the financial returns in 

this sector. As technologist and investor Kai-Fu Lee puts it, “[c]orporate profits 

will explode, showering wealth on the elite executives and engineers lucky enough 

to get in on the action….”161 For the United States, which is already on the high 

end of historic economic inequality in the population,162 continuing the concentra-

tion of income and wealth both arrests economic mobility163 and is undesirable for 

those who seek a more egalitarian society.  

Second, as AI is deployed, it could create a “bifurcated job market that 

squeezes out the middle class.”164 While it is too early to tell exactly how the labor 

market will change, it is likely that jobs that are not easily routinized and require 

in-person, physical, customized interactions, such as child care or elder care, are 

more likely to remain insulated from technological replacement or augmentation. 

Other jobs, however, that rely on repetitive, routinized drafting or other tasks for 

which AI is suited could require less labor over time.165 Some jobs will become 
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human-plus-AI jobs,166 increasing the productivity of individual workers, but re-

quiring fewer workers overall. It is possible that, over the long run, shifts in the 

type of labor—like the shift from agriculture to factories in the early 20th century—

will work themselves out. But in the short to medium term, there can be extraordi-

nary pain for workers who lose their jobs and struggle to find new ones.167 Re-

search studying the people and areas that faced substantial job losses from trade 

and offshored production in the 2000s show that those areas did not bounce back—

even after years.168 And these changes affect the autonomy of those workers who 

are the object, rather than the subject, of this change.169 These consequences could 

also have second-order effects: reshaping people’s views and mobilizing individ-

uals toward destabilizing political change.170  

Third, concentration in AI is likely to increase global inequality, as the domi-

nant firms, located in a small number of industrialized and technologized countries, 

extract value from data that is harvested from other economies.171 For those who 

are concerned about the economic well-being of peoples and nations around the 

world, the concentration of economic benefits within a small number of countries 

is a problem. And, looking beyond economic considerations, the divide in AI de-

velopment across the so-called “Global North” and “Global South” may have im-

portant cultural implications, as predominantly English-based systems accelerate 

the threats, for example, to endangered languages.172 In all, as Lee concludes, not 

only will “AI-rich countries . . .  amass great wealth,” but those countries will also 

“witness the widespread monopolization of the economy and a labor market di-

vided into economic castes.”173  
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D. Democracy 

The concentration of economic power has long been understood as a dan-

ger to a republican form of government.174 In the AI context, concentration in and 

across the technology stack raises concerns for the health of our democracy.175 For 

starters, democracy depends on vibrant political debate and discussion.176 Concen-

tration in the number of foundation models—and in vertically-integrated applica-

tions—can shape the information ecosystem in profound ways, emphasizing cer-

tain topics of conversation. Indeed, concentration in the AI stack is not independent 

from algorithmic decision-making. If there are only a few information sources that 

rely on a small number of foundation models, model providers are likely to have 

an outsized influence on information. Private and individual control may both be 

problematic. The former because private firms are guided by private interests, ra-

ther than the public good, and so may have an interest in facilitating information 

that is financially beneficial even if otherwise problematic. The latter because in-

dividuals might have ideological or idiosyncratic aims. In either case, an AI oli-

gopoly concentrates power in a way that could be dangerous to a diverse speech 

ecosystem and thus to democratic government. Moreover, AI may reduce the cost 

for malicious actors wishing to shape the information ecosystem to their particular 

ends, such as by facilitating and amplifying the distribution of “deepfakes” (i.e., 

AI-generated photos, images, or videos that seem to reflect actual (but in fact fal-

sified) events).177  

 Economic power also often translates into political power. Corporate lob-

bying shapes the political system in a range of ways: from agenda control to sub-

stantively forestalling regulation.178 Importantly, corporate lobbying power does 

not just apply to the sector in which the companies operate. Powerful companies 

also lobby about general economic policies—from tax and labor issues to regula-

tory issues outside their domain.179 Importantly, political scientists have shown that 
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companies and trade associations have an outsized influence on politics.180 These 

are concerns across areas of policy, including in AI.181 

 As noted above, economic power at the individual level is also a form of 

political power. A voluminous literature in political science shows that wealthy 

individuals influence politics to a greater degree than those who are less wealthy. 

They participate at every stage of the political process to a greater degree.182 When 

their preferences diverge from the majority’s view, political scientists have shown 

that the wealthy’s views usually hold: majority preferences have essentially no ef-

fect on policy outcomes.183 To the extent that an AI oligopoly facilitates individual 

economic inequality it will also have effects on shaping political inequality and 

influence.  

 

* 

The drawbacks of an AI oligopoly—one that flows from AI’s technical, indus-

trial, and market organization—are substantial, implicating economic, national se-

curity, social, and political concerns. Concentration among service providers in the 

AI technology stack gives rise to concerns about price, quality and self-preferenc-

ing and discrimination, as well as questions about dynamic innovation. Such con-

centration also implicates resilience and security concerns, as these bottlenecks 

become critical single points of failure in our national security and economic in-

frastructures. And concentration also exacerbates concerns about economic ine-

quality, and even for the future of democracy. 

 

III. LESSONS FOR GOVERNANCE 

Our account of the industrial organization of AI and the drawbacks of an AI 

oligopoly yields four important lessons. First, that the potential harms of an AI 

oligopoly are stable and independent of AI’s ongoing development, and so there is 

little reason to wait before regulating. Second, that ex ante regulation ought to be 

seen as an essential mode of governance for this sector (as opposed to relying only 

on ex post enforcement). Third, the current trajectory of a vertically integrated AI 

oligopoly is likely to hinder innovation, and regulation can facilitate downstream 

innovation. And fourth, attention to AI’s market structure is important for address-

ing the range of AI’s potential harms—bias, false or misleading determinations, 

and so on—that have so far captured the attention of advocates, policymakers, and 

the public both because it focuses attention on where to regulate and because mar-

ket concentration contributes to these harms. 
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A. The Folly of Waiting to Solve Technology’s Problems 

Our analysis of the AI technology stack suggests that the problems we 

describe are a function of relatively stable, intrinsic characteristics. Stated other-

wise, while the technology is developing rapidly, the industrial organization and 

concomitant market structure that flows from this technology is both easily dis-

cerned and a function of traits inherent to the technology and its industrial envi-

ronment. And the pace of technological development does not affect these funda-

mentals or the harms that flow from them.  

This finding has substantial implications for AI governance. One common 

response to proposals to govern AI (or any new technology, for that matter) is that 

the technology is too new, or is moving too quickly, for effective governance. As 

one analyst describes the objection, “Dealing with the velocity of AI-driven 

change . . . can outstrip the federal government’s existing expertise and author-

ity.”184 This is sometimes referred to as the “pacing problem,” the idea that the 

pace of innovation is beyond the capacity of regulators.185  

We disagree. To be sure, we do not mean to suggest that there are no outstand-

ing questions. As we note above, one open question regards the benefits of inte-

gration across the hardware and cloud computing layers. But, in areas like this, 

public governance can sensibly account for the possibility that integration might 

be beneficial by, for example, declining to impose a separations rule between those 

layers at this time—while still protecting against other pitfalls of concentration in 

these layers through interoperability rules, cooperative structures, or the develop-

ment of public cloud computing options. 

 Moreover, declining to regulate in view of ongoing technological devel-

opment threatens to forestall regulation altogether. This is due to the so-called 

“Collingridge Dilemma:” If regulation is deemed unadvisable at the early stage of 

a technology because information is limited, once the technology becomes famil-

iar, regulation becomes practically impossible because its proponents are en-

trenched.186 In other words, the failure to regulate at the incipiency of a new tech-

nology means having to regulate after the industry has developed, when it has more 

political power to delay, weaken, or block any proposed regulation. As former 

FCC-chair Tom Wheeler has observed, taking a “self-regulatory approach” be-

cause of fears that government cannot regulate new technologies is tantamount to 

no regulation—and that is precisely what happened in online markets.187 “The re-

sults of this strategy,” he concludes, “speak for themselves in well-known current 
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online harms,” including not only “market concentration,” but also “invasion[s] 

of personal privacy,” “user manipulation, and the dissemination of hate, lies, 

and misinformation.”188 

B. The Advantages of Ex Ante Governance 

Our analysis of the AI technology stack and its market structure—coupled with 

an assessment of current law—also suggests that ex ante governance solutions will 

be superior tools for regulating AI than either a wait-and-see approach or ex post 

antitrust enforcement on a case-by-case basis.   

Some have argued that we should embrace an approach of “permissionless 

innovation,”189 allowing these companies to run amok until they cause substantial 

harm—and only then seek to redress it through forms of ex post enforcement, as 

under antitrust law. We disagree. Antitrust enforcement can be a powerful antimo-

nopoly tool to address specific problems with abuses of market power and to shape 

markets and create deterrence. Indeed, as Tim Wu has argued, some of the biggest 

antitrust cases, even as they looked backwards at harms that had taken place, 

helped shape competitive markets by deterring anticompetitive behavior.190 At the 

same time, antitrust law as currently interpreted and implemented is not likely to 

be sufficient. For those concerned about competition, innovation, and the harms of 

monopoly and oligopoly, ex ante regulatory tools will also be essential. 

 To see why, it is first important to understand how antitrust doctrines have 

been narrowly drawn, in ways that are likely to make it difficult for plaintiffs in 

the AI sector to win cases. Consider, for example, predatory pricing. Predatory 

pricing occurs when a firm sells its goods or services below cost in order to drive 

a competitor out of the market. Once the competitor has departed, the firm can then 

raise prices to supracompetitive levels. NPU sectors “may be particularly suscep-

tible to predatory pricing” because of the winner-take-all dynamics of the busi-

nesses.191 In the AI context, entrenched cloud providers might undercut new en-

trants with lower fees. Foundation model providers might do the same. Winning 

the market in these layers may be particularly valuable for firms because users of 

the platforms will face high costs for switching. The challenge, however, is that 

the Supreme Court has made it difficult for plaintiffs to win predatory pricing 

cases. The Court has been skeptical that predatory pricing ever takes place,192 and 

has required plaintiffs to show that the defendant could likely recoup its losses—

even in a case with clear evidence of predatory pricing.193 This judicial skepticism 

may make predation cases less likely to be successful.  
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Another pricing doctrine focuses on “price squeezes,” which occur when 

a vertically integrated firm with market power in an upstream business lines 

charges high prices to downstream competitors. Power in the upstream market al-

lows the firm to benefit its own vertically integrated downstream business—while 

raising costs for competitors.194 Supply squeezes are similar, but involve the re-

fusal to sell or to prioritize sale of goods during a time of shortage.195 In the AI 

context, vertical integration—or partnerships—across the technology stack raises 

the possibility of anticompetitive squeezes. Apple’s partnerships with TSMC have 

raised questions about the semiconductor manufacturer preferencing Apple over 

other consumers of chips.196 Cloud providers might charge advantageous rates to 

their affiliated foundation models and applications. Foundation model developers 

could charge different rates to their affiliated applications compared to their com-

petitors. The market structure of the sector makes these real possibilities. Here too, 

however, doctrine has developed in a way that might make such claims difficult to 

win. In an important broadband internet case, the Supreme Court considered 

AT&T’s integrated digital subscriber line (DSL) and internet service provider 

(ISP) businesses.197 AT&T’s rivals in the ISP business argued that it sold them 

wholesale DSL service at high prices, while selling its own retail service at a low 

price.198 This made it impossible for these would-be rivals to effectively compete. 

The Court rejected the rival ISPs’ claim, declaring that AT&T had “no duty to deal 

in the wholesale market,” and thus no obligation to treat competitors on a level 

playing field with its own business line.199 

Related to the refusal to deal is the essential facilities doctrine. Under the 

doctrine, a firm that controls an “essential facility” must give reasonable access to 

users, even if competitors. The doctrine requires that the essential facility is a mo-

nopoly, that it is infeasible for a competitor to replicate the facility, that the com-

petitor has been denied access to the facility, and that the facility could offer access 

to the competitor.200 Critical parts of the AI stack could be deemed essential facil-

ities. Cloud infrastructure, data, and foundation models are all infeasible to dupli-

cate for most businesses, due to their high costs to develop. These gives firms in 

these areas considerable power—and the potential to deny utility-like services to 

users. Indeed, the essential facilities doctrine could be seen as an antitrust remedy 

that seeks to implement NPU principles. But even as scholars have recently argued 

to extend the essential facilities doctrine to encompass technology and internet 

platforms,201 it has remained disfavored by leading antitrust experts.202 The 
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Supreme Court has also been skeptical of the doctrine. In Verizon Communications 

Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP,203 the Court observed that “Compel-

ling [infrastructural] firms to share the source of their advantage is in some tension 

with the underlying purpose of antitrust law, since it may lessen the incentive for 

the monopolist, the rival, or both to invest in those economically beneficial facili-

ties.”204 While the Court did not completely reject the essential facilities doctrine, 

it also did not adopt it.205 

Moreover, antitrust enforcement suffers from a number of other problems, 

as compared to other antimonopoly governance strategies. It operates ex post, with 

the Justice Department or FTC bringing cases to address restraints on trade or mo-

nopolization. The ex post nature of antitrust enforcement undermines effective 

governance in the AI sector because it allows consolidation to accrue and abusive 

practices to take place—potentially for years—before they may be redressed. The 

downsides to waiting are significant: Consolidation that takes place can reshape 

the market in ways that cannot effectively be undone later, or that are extremely 

resistant to change, due to network effects, and lock-in, among other market dy-

namics noted above. By contrast, ex ante governance rules are market shaping 

tools. They structure the market in favor of competition from the start, rather than 

trying to rework it once entrenched players have dominance or undertake bad be-

haviors. 

It is also a case-specific process, in which mergers and other anticompeti-

tive behaviors are addressed individually. This gives rise to a similar problem: An-

titrust enforcers have to bring individual cases against every actor in the sector 

engaged in anticompetitive behavior. This can take considerable time, scaling up 

enforcement would be extremely resource-intensive, and the agencies themselves 

are resource constrained. The alternative to public enforcement—private enforce-

ment—depends upon having one provider in this concentrated and interconnected 

network sue another. But these providers may have private incentives to avoid up-

setting one another: one’s application may depend on another’s model; or one’s 

cloud computing platform may depend on purchasing hardware from another. 

And, in antitrust, a great deal of decisional power rests with courts rather 

than federal agencies. This is problematic for the many standard reasons that 

agency regulation is superior to court adjudication: Courts may be unpredictable 

and judges have little expertise in new technologies, especially as compared to 

legislators or agency experts. Judicial decisions, enshrined in precedent, are also 

less flexible to changes across time or context. Agencies, in contrast, are better 

able to take account of a broader set of facts and perspectives when crafting rules 

to drive firm behavior and can design rules for different situations.206 And while 
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courts are (by design) insulated from political accountability to the general public, 

agency governance is more democratic, as it incorporates public participation and 

is more responsive to political changes and popular opinion. In the case of AI, each 

these factors shows the benefits of ex ante governance.  

 For all these reasons, while antitrust law and enforcement remains im-

portant for shaping and policing markets, it will likely prove insufficient to address 

the urgency and scope of antimonopoly harms and practices related to AI. Layers 

in and across the AI tech stack are, as noted, structurally inclined towards consol-

idation and concentration, meaning that underenforcement of competition harms 

threatens to amplify the risks we have outlined above. Ex ante governance tools—

described in Part IV—are likely to be essential to prevent these harms. 

C. The Benefits of Regulation for Innovation 

One common objection to the regulation of technological markets is that such 

regulations can harm innovation.207 Our analysis of the AI technology stack not 

only undermines about this trope; it affirms a case for regulation as innovation-

enhancing. The AI sector is currently subject to considerable market concentration 

at critical junctions in the technology stack and is vertically integrated across dif-

ferent layers as well. Such a structure is likely, over time, to result in less innova-

tion than a more competitive market structure.  

 The reason, as we have seen, is that vertically-integrated firms that domi-

nate utility-like services (such as cloud computing) can leverage that power in in 

downstream markets. This can happen through a variety of means: tying products, 

integrating products together, predatorily pricing competitors in downstream mar-

kets, charging unreasonable prices for utility-services to downstream competitors, 

copying the products of downstream competitors, and self-preferencing their own 

downstream products, among others. These practices can lead to less innovation 

overall because they restrict the diversity of the downstream product market first 

by pushing competitors out and second by then chilling investment and entry into 

the downstream market. Indeed, economists have modeled how technology plat-

forms have created “kill zones” in which venture capitalists do not want to fund 

new startups because they know they will not be able to capitalize on their invest-

ment, because the tech platform will crush the new entrant.208 For those who are 
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concerned about the beneficial uses of AI applications, this should be particularly 

troubling as it likely means fewer innovative applications will be developed that 

could have beneficial uses. 

Regulation and other government policies can solve this problem and help spur 

innovation in downstream markets.  The internet is one classic example: nondis-

crimination and separations regulations between the providers of internet transmis-

sion services (i.e., bandwidth) and internet applications helped to foster excep-

tional growth in the latter market.209 The airlines are another: There, regulation 

created a level playing field that ended destructive competition between firms and 

enabled investment in the high-capital-cost industry.210 By preventing vertical in-

tegration and monopolization of an entire supply chain, NPU tools like structural 

separations and nondiscrimination rules (which we describe in more detail in Part 

IV) enable innovation at different points in that chain. Indeed, as we note in that 

Part, these tools were designed for traditional utilities—critical inputs into wide-

spread applications. Applying these governance strategies to AI is also likely to 

create a more stable, predictable regime for competitors at all layers in the stack 

than a non-regulatory approach. 

D. The Importance of Governing Market Structure 

Finally, our analysis of the AI technology stack shows the importance of 

governing market structure, not just the particular harms from the conduct of an 

AI application, such as biased output or misinformation (what we call a “conduct 

harm”). For those who are in the technology industry and seek to start new com-

panies, invest in them, or work for them, issues of market structure and dominance 

are critically important. Moreover, to the extent one thinks economic equality, re-

silience, and democracy are desirable, concentration in AI is again relevant. In 

short, we think the structural approach is an essential complement to conduct-

based regulations. 

Perhaps more surprisingly, a structural approach can also help address conduct 

harms—and in some cases might resolve them better than focus on application 

conduct. This is for two reasons. First, understanding the structure of AI’s technol-

ogy stack allows us to identify locations within the stack in which regulatory in-

terventions might be most helpful for addressing downstream conduct issues. For 

example, if a concern stems from the quality of data that goes into train a model,211 

regulating data warehouses and data processing might be more valuable than fo-

cusing on AI models or applications. If the concern is the use of AI by bad actors, 

focusing on bottlenecks in AI’s technology stack that all users rely on might be 

helpful. For example, placing liability for downstream uses on cloud providers or 

model providers could force them to develop systems to screen potential users; 
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requiring licensing of all users at the cloud or model level could restrict users to 

those with training.212  

Second, in some cases, confronting issues of market structure might help ad-

dress conduct harms at the application level by increasing the diversity of options 

at the application level.213 Imagine, for example, a cancer diagnostic software that 

has consolidated that market due to proprietary data lower down in the stack. The 

application provider could charge higher prices and slow its innovation to improve 

accuracy because it has no reasonable competitors.214 Or consider a biased facial 

recognition application that gains dominance because it is part of a vertically-inte-

grated AI company. Law enforcement using that application may not have many 

or any alternatives if the AI company has shuttered the competition—and controls 

the data and training capacity need to develop a workable model.   

In other words, where any given application will tend to consolidate its control 

over an application market, due to vertical integration, or spectacularly high data 

and compute costs, the application provider is not only likely to tend towards 

higher user prices, it also gains a respite from the competitive pressures that typi-

cally force quality improvements. A more competitive market—even at these 

lower layers in the stack—might spur improvements in application accuracy and 

also help restrain prices. We should be clear about the scope of our claim: We do 

not mean to suggest competition is sure to address concerns about conduct harms 

like algorithmic bias and discrimination. Competition may help address these con-

cerns through quality-based competition, and so we think that a more competitive 

environment is better for those who share these concerns. Competition regulation 

may be, in this regard, a critically important complement to regulations that seek 

to address concerns about bias, discrimination, and privacy, directly.215 

 

IV. AN ANTIMONOPOLY APPROACH FOR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

As we have seen, the AI technology stack is characterized by monopoly and 

oligopoly in specific layers. It is likely to remain so, due to features of the technol-

ogy, and to become an oligopoly across the AI stack as well. These conclusions 

about the industrial organization of the AI sector suggest that ex ante governance 

tools are likely to be more effective than ex post tools in preventing anticompetitive 

behaviors and that they can also spur innovation and help address conduct harms 
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from AI applications. In this final Part, we outline the antimonopoly tools—indus-

trial policy, NPU rules, public options, and cooperative governance—that can help 

govern the structure of the artificial intelligence sector. 

A. Industrial Policy and Industrial Organization 

In the hardware layer, scarcity and supply chain vulnerability are paramount 

concerns. To address these problems, the United States has already taken steps to 

incentivize the development of chip manufacturing both within the United States 

and among a wider set of firms. The bipartisan Chips and Science Act of 2022216 

established a range of incentives to spur domestic production of cutting-edge chips. 

The Act committed $52.7 billion to the Departments of Commerce and Defense 

and the National Science Foundation to support U.S. development of semiconduc-

tor programs.217 The Commerce Department’s Chips for America program seeks 

to use federal funds to crowd-in private sector investment in order to develop at 

least two large scale clusters for fabrication of chips.218 Whereas the Chips and 

Science Act spurs domestic development, other policies have been designed to en-

suring U.S. leadership and prevent concentration of production capacity in China.  

The Biden Administration has thus placed export control restrictions on sharing 

advanced semiconductor technologies with certain Chinese entities.219 There are 

also reports that the Biden Administration is preparing restrictions on outbound 

investment going to Chinese technology firms.220  

 One of the central questions for industrial policy in the AI sector is whether 

investment decisions will entrench dominant players or facilitate competition. Sub-

sidies, loan guarantees, or tax advantages directed toward dominant players may 

simply keep them in positions of leadership. In areas that have a tendency toward 

consolidation—due to economies of scale, network effects, high capital costs, and 

other factors—such policies could further extend their lead. But industrial policies 

could also be targeted at new, smaller, and innovative actors, in which case they 

can facilitate competition, rather than entrench market power.221 

 It is too early to tell at this point whether U.S. industrial policies will en-

trench power or increase competition, but government officials coordinating in-

dustrial policy efforts—such as semiconductor programs under the Chips and 
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Science Act—could consider market diversification and competition as a critical 

element in evaluating candidates for federal grants.222 

B. Tools from NPU Law 

Regulatory tools from the law of networks, platforms, and utilities have long 

been applied to industries that feature network effects, and functional or actual 

monopoly or oligopoly characteristics.223 NPU regulations, as a recent textbook 

describes, provide a legal framework that can help build NPUs at scale, ensure 

continuity of service, prevent monopoly and oligopoly abuses, avoid destructive 

competition, ensure widespread access, promote commercial development, and 

sustain democracy.224 These regulations operate primarily ex ante, that is, by struc-

turing the market (often to favor greater competition), identifying likely harms, 

and establishing rules to prevent those harms before they arise. In this subsection, 

we describe how selected NPU tools could be helpful to addressing the downsides 

of an AI oligopoly. 

1. Structural Separations — Structural separations “limit the lines of busi-

ness in which a firm can engage.”225 The central benefit of structural separations 

is that they prevent a business from self-preferencing or leveraging their power 

from one business-line into another. For example, under the Hepburn Act of 1906, 

railroads were prevented from carrying commodities from any company in which 

they also had a stake.226 The idea behind the rule was that railroads should offer 

equal services to all shippers, rather than preferencing their own vertically-inte-

grated shipping interests. In addition to preventing conflicts of interest and lever-

aging of profits, structural separations also limit the concentration of economic 

power and promote a diverse business ecosystem of users of the platform.227 Per-

haps most importantly, they can be more administrable than other policies, such as 

nondiscrimination rules (discussed in the next section). If a company is involved 

in the prohibited business line, it violates the rule. This is a far clearer rule than 

one that requires monitoring specific behaviors.  

With respect to AI, there are number of places where structural separations 

could be useful.228 Perhaps most notably, structurally separating the cloud layer 

from higher layers in the stack could address a wide range of market dominance 

problems identified above. It would treat cloud computing platforms as utility pro-

viders of a commodity product (namely, computational capacity) that is open for 

all kinds of uses—like electricity—and ensure that those providers cannot 
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prioritize their own downstream business lines over their competitors’. Separation 

would likely also spur cloud providers to innovate on their cloud offerings, rather 

than on innovation that comes from vertical-integration.229 This would, in turn, 

also facilitate innovation in the downstream markets where cloud users could de-

velop a range of products and services, rather than being pushed into the cloud 

company’s system.230 

 

2. Nondiscrimination, Open Access, and Rate Regulation — One alternative 

to structural separation requirements are nondiscrimination and equal access rules, 

sometimes coupled with rate regulation.231 Nondiscrimination rules allow a firm to 

operate two or more vertically-linked business lines, but require the firm to treat 

downstream businesses neutrally—including its own vertically-integrated busi-

ness lines.232 Nondiscrimination and equal access rules apply to both access and 

pricing. Most platforms have to be open to all comers who seek to use them, with 

limited exceptions.233 All users must also be treated similarly in terms of price.234 

Historically, nondiscriminatory pricing rules required firms to file their prices, 

called “tariffs,” and make them publicly available.235 Transparency about prices 

and prohibitions on charging prices that diverged from the posted tariff ensured 

equal rates for customers. Equal pricing rules are an essential corollary to open 

access because firms could charge prohibitive prices as a workaround to evade 

nondiscriminatory access requirements.236 In some cases, regulators have also di-

rectly set the rates firms can charge. Rate setting “is usually directed toward pre-

venting NPU enterprises from lowering output and raising prices,” while simulta-

neously ensuring a reasonable return on invested capital.237  

Nondiscrimination and equal access rules complement structural separa-

tions in areas in which a business has market dominance or acts as a platform for 

downstream activity. The reason is that a structurally separated platform could still 

pick and choose its users or charge differential prices or prohibitively high prices—

even if it is not self-preferencing its own vertically-integrated businesses. Nondis-

crimination and equal access rules can be implemented on their own, but they may 

be a second-best strategy for addressing self-preferencing concerns because of ad-

ministrability issues. In theory, neutrality between business lines should prevent 

self-preferencing. But in practice, it is more difficult for regulators to police and 
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enforce nondiscrimination rules, than structural separation requirements.238 Regu-

lators have to monitor or audit specific business practices and identify violations 

of pricing or treatment—or, at a minimum, respond to complaints from businesses 

who might fear reporting the platforms upon which they depend to regulators. 

Structural separations, by contrast, are a prophylactic rule: they prevent any com-

mingling of business lines, and thus are easily administered.  

In the AI context, nondiscrimination and equal access rules could be adopted 

at multiple places in the stack. At the hardware level, given the scarcity of chips, 

fabricators and designers could be required to serve customers equally—at least 

until chip fabrication becomes more widely available. At the cloud level, cloud 

providers should treat all downstream businesses in a nondiscriminatory fashion, 

be open to all comers, and offer transparent, uniform, publicly available prices. 

Open source and non-open source, but commercially available, data warehouses 

and lakes could also be subject to nondiscrimination and equal access rules. This 

would enable many model developers to use the data to develop and train new 

models. Foundation models and APIs could also be subject to such rules, so that 

app developers can tweak those models to develop new products and services. 

 

3. Interoperability Rules — Interoperability rules lower barriers to entry and 

thus stimulate competition by “allowing new competitors to share in existing in-

vestments” and  “imposing sharing requirements on market participants.”239 In the 

telecommunications context, for example, policymakers changed the dynamics of 

entry into local telephone markets not only through open access rules, but also 

through interconnection mandates: By requiring that each telephone provider in-

terconnect with another, no one provider could wield its network effects as a 

sword, effectively consolidating control over the entire market. A customer could 

choose any provider, and still reap the benefits of a network that spanned the entire 

market. Rules that required a one provider to transfer a user’s phone number to a 

competing provider (and thus required that the providers work together on an in-

teroperable number portability system) also facilitated competition among provid-

ers by reducing switching costs for users. Those rules targeted a notable lock-in 

effect: It is quite cumbersome to let all your contacts know you have a new phone 

number. 

Such requirements could be applied in AI contexts, too. Recall that among 

of the drivers of consolidation in the model layer are barriers to data acquisition 

and data network effects. One type of interoperability rule would be to mandate 

data sharing through federated learning. Federated learning is a technical “ap-

proach to machine learning where a shared global model is trained across many 

participating clients that keep their training data locally.”240 Rules that require a 

federated learning approach among competitors may be attractive to policymakers 

seeking to induce competition while ensuring that no one application, vertically 
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integrated with the underlying model, uniquely benefits from improvements made 

through continuous or reinforcement learning.241 Instead, the model’s improve-

ments are derived from all the applications that use it—and are shared among all 

of them, too. Such rules might likewise require companies to share tools and tech-

niques for filtering personal information and deduplication, not only to enable fed-

erated learning, but also to improve outcomes and protect user privacy.242 Such 

forms of AI development may help to undermine the consolidation-driving net-

work effects of the data sublayer. 

Likewise, policymakers might consider rules that improve interoperability 

among cloud platforms, easing transitions from one provider’s system to another. 

The lack of interoperability, and the problems of switching, are a real concern. 

Technologists, for example, have proposed entire systems—“Sky Computing”—

aimed at addressing the switching and interoperability costs associated with using 

different cloud providers.243 As different providers of cloud computing services 

specialize—moving away from offering a pure commodity “compute” resource to 

more bespoke computing resources and incorporating specialized applications (or 

utilizing specialized hardware)—some applications developers have found it dif-

ficult to take advantage of specializations across different providers. A developer 

might wish, for example, to train a model on one cloud provider—but use a differ-

ent one for inferential applications. Or they may wish to switch an application de-

veloped on an OpenAI model to now query a Google foundation model (or a foun-

dation model by some new competitor). In that a case, a common API, across pro-

viders, can lower switching costs, yielder greater competition.244 In all, interoper-

ability among distinct providers can facilitate competition, giving rise to better 

outcomes for participants in the downstream model and application layers and ul-

timately for consumers. 

 

4. Entry Restrictions and Licensing Requirements — Congress has often es-

tablished entry restrictions and licensing requirements for firms or individuals op-

erating in many sectors of the economy. Such rules limit entry into a sector to firms 

that have registered with an appropriate regulator or otherwise have approval from 

the government (often in the form of a license or certificate).245  

These provisions are usually justified on one (or more) of three different 

grounds. First, entry restrictions can ensure safety and reliability. By placing 
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conditions on entry into a sector, regulators can ensure that firms will operate 

safely and effectively. Airline pilots (and airlines themselves), for example, must 

be licensed. Likewise, nuclear power plants are licensed, in part, to ensure safe 

operation. Second, in some markets (particularly those typically characterized as 

natural monopolies or oligopolies) competition can lead to waste and ultimately 

deter capital investment.246 In the railroad industry, for example, firms competed 

vigorously to build railroad tracks at a high cost—but fierce competition over price 

sent them into bankruptcy or merger. The result was wasted expense, abandoned 

rail lines, and eventual consolidation. Entry restriction can prevent these down-

sides, creating a stable environment for capital investment. And, third, in sectors 

where universal service—i.e., ensuring that everyone can access the regulated ser-

vice—is a critical policy goal, regulators will often limit entry to the market.247 

This is because open competition often undermines universal service policy goals. 

Some services, like energy provision, have costs that vary across geographies: ur-

ban centers are typically cheaper to serve (and hence are more profitable), while 

rural areas can be more expensive. Without entry restrictions and related regula-

tions, providers will tend to compete to serve the cheaper and more profitable cus-

tomers (with those customers enjoying the benefits of competition), while neglect-

ing the more expensive customer base. But entry restrictions coupled with duty-

to-serve rules can ensure that everyone has access to the regulated service, often at 

regulated rates (typically regulated by, in part, averaging the high-cost customers 

with the low-cost ones). 

Such requirements might be applied to the AI technology stack at various lay-

ers. First, entry restrictions might be deployed to ensure that certain foundation 

models and their associated applications are effective, and do not pose substantial 

risks to health and safety, or of bias. Indeed, the FDA’s process for approving 

medical systems that incorporate AI resembles this approach. Similarly, licensing 

rules could oblige cloud providers to “know their customers,” as in banking law, 

and ensure that entities in the model layer have checks in place to ensure non-

discriminatory access, fair pricing, and safety. Applications could also be required 

to register with the model or cloud they use, to make it easier to identify and ad-

dress dangerous or problematic behavior on a post hoc basis. Likewise, entry re-

strictions might help to address concerns about costly and wasteful investment—

and the tendencies towards consolidation—in the model layer, which are charac-

terized by high fixed costs, scale economies, and network effects. 

C. Public Options 

Another policy tool for increasing competition and service reliability are 

public options. Public options are publicly-provided goods or services that coexist 

with private market options, offered at some (often regulatorily-)set price.248 Public 

options can help ensure competition, as the public option disciplines private mo-

nopolists or oligopolists that might increase prices or reduce service quality.249 
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Competition from private parties, in return, ensures that the public provides high 

quality service as well.250 A public option also adds to the diversity of the sources 

of production, even if slightly, thereby strengthening supply chain resilience and 

reliability. 

In the AI context, a public option for cloud infrastructure could also serve 

as a helpful complement or alternative to structural separations or nondiscrimina-

tion and equal access rules.251 Because of high capital costs, network effects, and 

concerns from vertical integration, a public option for cloud could provide the 

cloud services that developers and end-users need—but without relying on the ol-

igopoly providers. The public option for cloud would increase competition, by of-

fering an alternative to high-priced oligopoly providers. And it would ensure that 

cloud space is available at an affordable price to researchers and other users who 

might have different goals than private firms. Indeed, Japan is in the process of 

building a public option supercomputer, which will make cloud services available 

to companies focusing on AI.252 

 Notably, the National Science Foundation’s proposal to offer a National 

AI Research Resource (NAIRR) has focused on public access to AI research. 

NAIRR seeks to “democratize access to AI resources” and therefore “must primar-

ily be sustained through Federal investment.”253 However, the NSF’s proposal is 

unclear on the degree to which NAIRR will be a public option, or whether govern-

ment will contract with private companies for critical AI services.254 It suggests 

NAIRR provide a mix of computational resources, including “commercial cloud” 

as an option.255 It also suggests that NAIRR “include at least one large-scale ma-

chine-learning supercomputer” but then is unclear whether this would be a pub-

licly-run resource.256 Recently-introduced legislation to create a NAIRR suggests 

that it would offer “a mix of computational resources,” including “on-premises, 

cloud-based, hybrid, and emergent resources,” “public cloud providers providing 

access to popular computational and storage services,” open source software, and 
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APIs.257 This structure may require some amount of non-oligopoly cloud provi-

sion, as the on-premises, cloud-based system provision is separate from the one 

that describes public cloud providers. The NAIRR, if funded, should ensure there 

is a true public option, rather than a government contract for researchers to pur-

chase compute and other resources from cloud providers while in the process, fur-

ther entrenching them.  

 The NAIRR legislation also includes provisions for data access,258 and the 

federal government already has several other initiatives under consideration that 

are aimed at releasing public datasets to support model development.259 Data is a 

resource that depends on extraordinary scale. More public options for data “would 

provide a pathway for start-ups and public-sector organizations to develop abilities 

and products that would compete with those of the tech giants,” but without relying 

on their data.260 

D. Cooperative Governance 

Cooperatives are firms that are owned by consumers, workers, or producers. 

Cooperatives generally operate according to seven principles: open and voluntary 

membership; democratic member control; members’ economic participation; au-

tonomy and independence; education, training, and information; cooperation 

among cooperatives; and concern for community.”261 These principles have been 

summed up as three guiding ideas: the owners of the company are users, users 

control the company, and the purpose of the company is to benefit the users.262 

Today, many familiar U.S. companies are cooperatives, such as outdoor retailer 

REI, SunMaid Raisins, Land O’Lakes, State Farm Insurance, and ACE Hard-

ware.263  

One of the primary features of cooperatives is that they can subvert mo-

nopoly power.264 In the early 19th century, as Henry Hansmann and Mariana 

Pargendler have shown, corporations in NPU industries—turnpikes, canals, rail-

roads, banks—were legislatively chartered monopolies.265 This structure gave rise 

to standard monopoly concerns, such as monopoly pricing. Legislators addressed 

these concerns by adopting restrictive corporate voting rights that placed power in 
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the hands of consumer-owners.266 This corporate governance regime effectively 

turned NPU monopolies into “consumer cooperatives,” in which the primary users 

of the firm’s service were also the owners, with the effect of directly addressing 

common concerns about monopoly pricing and service.267 In the late 19th century, 

as capital became more available, general incorporation laws became widespread, 

and corporations grew to national scale, the antimonopoly toolkit changed. Anti-

trust law, federal NPU regulation, and cooperatives emerged as successors to cor-

porate chartering in order to address the problems of monopoly control.268 Coop-

erative governance, Hansmann and Pargendler observe, acted as an alternative to 

“both the costs of monopoly and the costs of rate regulation.”269  

Cooperatives are an antimonopoly tool because they “accomplish vertical 

integration” in a way that limits exploitative conduct.270 In sectors with durable 

market power, dominant firms can raise prices, reduce output, or reduce the quality 

of service, thereby transferring wealth from suppliers or customers and to share-

holders in the form of higher dividends or stock buybacks.271 Cooperative govern-

ance shifts the incentives of management from distant shareholders toward users 

of the firm, with any excess profit going back to those same users. In infrastructural 

industries, including those with network effects, cooperatives might be particularly 

helpful—not only because the cooperative governance regime avoids the extrac-

tion of monopoly rents but also because it distributes wealth more equitably. Ra-

ther than concentrate wealth among the shareholders of a platform-business, coop-

eratives distribute wealth across the user-owners. 

 In the AI context, cooperative governance could be a particularly useful 

tool to not only address concentration and abuses of power, but also to govern AI 

in a manner that distributes wealth more equitably and that is more consistent with 

the goals and values of its users.272 At the cloud layer, the federal government could 

support the creation of a cooperative research-focused cloud, owned and operated 

by nonprofits, government, and universities to ensure sufficient compute and stor-

age power for research into innovative, safe uses of AI—and without a shareholder 

profit motive. The federal government could also support the creation of a cooper-

ative cloud for private companies, in which firms could train and operate models, 

and share in the ownership of the cloud, without fear that one of the big platforms 

will take their ideas or raises prices for the utility services they provide. One might 

even imagine a cooperative model where one earns stakes in a model or application 

by contributing data to its development. These options for cooperatives in the cloud 

layer would help introduce competition between the cooperative and private 
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platforms, while simultaneously offering greater access to AI resources and dis-

tributing wealth more equitably. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Artificial intelligence has sparked considerable conversation and concern. 

Understanding the AI technology stack shows that the aspects of the AI industry 

are already a monopoly or oligopoly and that a dominant oligopoly is likely to 

emerge across the AI stack as a whole. This market structure comes with a number 

of drawbacks, including abuses of power, national security and resilience chal-

lenges, widening economic inequality, and political influence that can undermine 

democracy.  

 There are, however, a number of antimonopoly tools that can help address 

these problems. Tools from the law of networks, platforms, and utilities; public 

options; and cooperative governance can all help facilitate competition and combat 

inequality. Industrial policy can be designed in a way that encourages a more di-

verse ecosystem, rather than entrenching incumbents.  

 Technology leaders have sometimes operated on the mantra of “move fast 

and break things.”273 Political leaders have allowed that approach to define tech-

nology in the early 21st century. The result has been a governance failure that has 

led to concentration and a range of economic, social, and political problems.274 As 

policymakers debate governing AI early in its technological lifecycle, antimonop-

oly tools must be part of the conversation. 
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